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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Thee ability of humans to understand their surrounding simply by looking at it 
continuess to amaze and to frustrate researchers in computer vision. In many 
fieldss of computer science, researchers succeed in surpassing human ability. 
Playing'' chess, predicting the weather or controlling air traffic are examples 
off  tasks where the computer is superior to even to the most specialized and 
trainedd people. Vision is different. Some of the most mundane tasks, such as 
routinelyy and reliably recognizing a hand written adress on a postcard, are 
beyondd the reach of current computer capability. 

Althoughh experiments such as performed by Gestalt theorist [31], have 
providedd some means of understanding the human visual system, by and large 
itss workings remain a mystery. It is clear that contextual knowledge plays 
ann important part. People recognize hand-written words because they know 
itt is text, they correctly classify the language the text is written in, they 
understandd the meaning of surrounding words and they guess the meaning of 
wordss on the basis of a probably meaning of the sentence. The multi-facetted 
conceptss of knowledge and context escape precise definition. The large field 
off  artificial intelligence is still trying to define them for proper use. 

Inn the absence of a general theory of vision and understanding, the field 
off  computer vision is fragmented into many domains aiming to solve specific 
problems.. Fingerprint recognition, face recognition, character recognition and 
licensee plate-recognition serve to indicate a few but heavily researched topics. 
Somee of the topics show impressive results; fingerprint-recognition has reached 
aa level where its applications are vital in policing. Other topics are still way 
offf  their goals; the face recognizing computer is still no match for the soccer 
afficionadoo that easily distinguishes between identical twins Frank and Ronald 
dee Boer (see figure 1.1. 

1 1 



2 2 Introduction n 

Figuree 1.1: Soccer twins Frank and Ronald de Boer are easy to recognize for soccer 
enthousiasts.enthousiasts. but puzzle face recognition software. 

Too grasp the range of incompetence of current solutions, consider another 
ratherr simple task: recognizing the information on business cards. Business 
cardss are designed for relaying a standard set of information, so this should 
nott pose a problem. Yet, even specialized devices constructed for this very 
task,, fail to impress [29]. The problem is the seemingly infinite number of ways 
designerss come up with their use of color, fonts, contrast, latout. background 
andd logos to convey a sense of personality and uniqueness. Every businessman 
understandss business cards, no computer scientist is able to understand how 
theyy do it. 

I tt is intuitively clear the human visual system is not made up of many 
subsystemss dealing with specific recognition tasks. This poses a fundamental 
questionn for every vision researcher: should we work on subsystems for specific 
tasks,, or should our work be aimed at creating generic systems (potentially) 
capablee of every vision task? The work in this thesis is firmly grounded in 
thee former approach. It is an engineering approach: trying to do well-defined 
taskss well. Nagy [19] gives an excellent overview of the history and structure 
off  field of document image analysis, again from an engineering perspective. 

Inn this thesis, the task at hand is the recognition of symbols in formal 
drawings,, where examples and applications are drawn from utility maps. 

1.11 Recognizing formal drawings 

AA formal drawing, such as an engineering drawing, a music score or a utility 
map,, consists of symbols. These symbols and their (spatial) relations represent 
thee information provided in the drawing. Symbols are perceivable objects with 
aa (partially) fixed geometrical syntax or even a (partially) fixed fascimile, 
drawnn with ink, that have a specific semantic meaning. Examples of symbols 
includee arrows, dashed lines and text. 
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Thee design of' detectors, aiming to locate instances of symbols, is a cru-

ciall  part in designing a system for (semi)autoinated interpretation of a formal 

drawing.. In detector design, issues of extendability. performance and robust-

nesss come into play. 

Cordeliaa [5] separates image interpretation in four phases: representation, 
description,, classification and recognition. In the representation phase, the 
raww image data is converted into a data type more suitable for processing, 
forr example connected components, vectors, or run-length based representa-
tions.. In the description phase, candidate symbols are found and labelled with 
generall  features. Examples of these general features include the constrained 
distancee transform, and other structural descriptions. In the classification 
phase,, the candidate symbols are attr ibuted to a class of symbols based on 
thee description obtained earlier. The recognition phase deals with obtaining 
aa consistent description of the image in terms of symbols and their spatial re-
lations.. The recognition phase should be capable of conflict resolution. There 
iss no strict order in which these phases are processed. Some map interpreta-
tionn systems are strictly bottom-up following the described phases, others are 
top-downn where the phases interact. The separation into phases is useful for 
analvsingg methods for symbol detection and. on a larger scale, for systems for 
mapp interpretation. 

Inn l iterature, most drawing interpretation systems use a generic method 
forr symbol recognition. However, efforts directed at developing interpretation 
systemss for a specific domain yield systems that are just suited for that specific 
domain.. This is often noted by authors, for example [27] and [25]. In an 
overvieww of graphical symbol recognition. Chabbra [4] identifies several open 
issues.. The most important issue being the question whether an 'optimal" and 
genericc method of symbol representation and recognition may exist. Chhabra 
notess that one is hard pressed to find publications comparing methods of 
symboll  recognition and/or description. 

Thee idea of an optimal method for symbol representation and recognition 
iss attractive. However, we observe that symbols on any given map differ sig-
nificantlyy in their structure, the number of free parameters and the sloppyness 
off  the grammar defining the symbols. A recognition strategy for any given 
symboll  should therefore, we argue, be based on the characteristics of the sym-
bol.. Generic symbol description and recognition methods fall short of using 
thesee specific characterics of specific symbols. This leads us to define model 
basedd symbol detectors that are domain independent. Generic interpretation 
systemss should then be based on a set of specific symbol detectors. 

Sectionn 1.2 investigates the problems with a generic approach to sym-
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boll  recognition. Section 1.3 describes four different types of symbols, and 
recognitionn algorithms associated with these symbols. In section 1.4 a generic-
detectorr (called the semantic detector-) is defined that functions as an inter-
facee between the map interpretation system and symbol specific recognition 
algorithms.. Section 1.5 describes a modular architecture using these semantic 
detectors. . 

1.22 The problem with generic strategies 

Inn l i terature, most drawing interpretation systems use a generic method for 
symboll  recognition. Clearly this has advantages, especially in the transition 
fromm the description to the classification phase. When confronted with a 
smalll  set of symbols, it is often possible to find general features (the goal of 
thee description phase) that can discrimate between these symbols (the goal of 
thee classifying phase). Statistical pat tern recognition is a principled, rather 
thann ad hoc approach for succesfully solving the classification phase [13]. 

However,, we find two main problems. Firstly, linking the classification 
phasee with the representation phase and description phase leads to systems 
thatt are not applicable outside the domain they were developed for. They wil l 
bee ill-equipped to deal with complex drawings. Secondly, a generic strategy 
demandss that all symbols are recognized using the same method of description 
andd classification which leads to suboptimal symbol recognition. 

AA related problem is that of information loss. In the representation and de-
scriptionn phase, the information contained in the image is condensed thereby 
throwingg away data potentially valuable for recognition. We argue that infor-
mationn loss should be avoided as long as possible, by retaining the grey value 
imagee and/or binary image and allowing detectors to operate on these images. 
Also,, detectors should be allowed to operate on specific representation and 
descriptionn methods, if needed for optimal performance. 

Ass a consequence, we do not aim at developing an optimal generic strat-
egy,, but opt for specific descriptions and representations that are optimal for 
specificc detectors. 

1.2.11 Linking the phases 

Mapp interpretation systems as developed by Myers[18], Ogier[12] and Den 
Hartog[8]]  are based on a generic method of representation and description. 
Inn a generic system, the description phase returns a list of objects augmented 
wit hh features like measurements of the Minimal Area Enclosing Rectangle 
(MAER)[20].. In the classification phase, each object is attr ibuted a symbol 
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class.. The reasoning mechanism tries to obtain a consistent interpretation of 
thee symbols (see figure 1.2 for an overview of such a method). However, 

"f f 
** \ 

Figuree 1.2: £>en Hartogs[8j method, (a) gives the input image, (b) presents a seg-
mentationmentation into blobs (connected sets of pixels). In (c) the blobs are classified into 
symbolsymbol classes, (d) gives a consistent interpretation based on rules on the structure 
ofof utility maps. 

overlappingg and intersecting symbols obstruct the segmentation of an image 
intoo objects where each object can be uniquely classified to one symbol (see 
figurefigure 1.3 for an illustration). As a consequence some objects can not be 
classifiedd as symbols, while other objects will be part of several symbols. This 
showss that classification and representation can not be separated from object 
recognition. . 

Manyy authors develop a classification phase that is based on the differ-
encess between the expected symbols in a drawing, i.e. on clustering the fea-
turee space. Mesmer [16] presents a method for automatically determining the 
clusteringg of the feature space. Automatically determining this clustering im-
provess the robustness of classification, although the design of the feature space 
itselff  remains domain dependent. We conclude that a model based approach, 
wheree classification algorithms aim at reconstructing instances of the symbol. 
iss favorable. A model based approach is independent of other symbols and is 
thereforee portable to other domains. 
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Figuree 1.3: Segmentation into objects such as vectors or connected blobs of pixels 
doesdoes not lead to a 1-1 correspondence between symbols in the image and objects, (a) 
showsshows the part II of the mage after a typical segmentation into objects. Because of 
intersectingintersecting symbols, an arrowhead is separated from, the shaft. The line intersecting 
thethe arrow is also falsely separated into two objects, (b) and (c) show two symbols, a 
dasheddashed line and an arrow, of which the object shown in part I is a part. 

1.2.22 Gener ic symbol descr ipt ion 

A nn example of an interpretation system based on generic symbol description 
iss given by Ah-soon [1]. Ah-soon describes a system for interpreting architec-
turall  symbols. The method is based on the description of the model through 
aa set of contraints on geometrical features and on propagating the features 
extractedd from a drawing through the network of constraints. In the imple-
mentat ionn of this system, a symbol is described by a set of constraints on 
straightt line segments. It is clear that all symbols in an architectural drawing 
cann be described in this fashion, especially when arcs are included as features. 
I tt is well known from literature that graph matching on line segments is not 
robustt against errors in the vectorisation step [6]. Figure 1.4 illustrates the 
lackk of robustness against vectorisation errors. Ah-Soon suggests that robust-
nesss can be improved by relaxing the model by explicitly model the expected 
disturbancess and by improving the quality of the vectorisation. 

Wee agree that improving the quality of the vectorisation is always a good 
idea,, but one can not rely on it. Images wil l contain noise and clutter. Relax-
ingg the model can give rise to many falsely detections, increases the complexity 
andd lowers the maintainabil i ty of the system. In our opinion, a network of con-
traintss on features as line segments is not the optimal approach to detecting, 
forr example, a triangle. Such a simple symbol is best detected by conventional 
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Figuree 1.4: The model of a triangle is presented in (a). Due to vectorisation problems 
andand disturbances in the image, the triangle's model is often not found in the image. 
ExamplesExamples of common errors in vectorisation are given in (b)-(f). When the triangle 
isis detected based on a model from (a) using only detected vectors, problems will  occur. 

meanss as template matching or the Hough-transform, either using pixels as 
featuress or (depending on the resolution) line segments as features. In other 
words,, using a generic modelling and recognition method on a large set of 
symbolss wil l produce suboptimal detection on specific symbols. 

Notee that this example is randomly chosen from recent work in the field 
off  graphical symbol recognition. Other state-of-the-art papers further illus-
tratee the point, for example: 'Application of deformable template matching to 
symboll  recognition in hand-written architectural drawings' [28]. 'A structural 
representationn for understanding line-drawing images' [23] and 'A string based 
methodd to recognize symbols and structural textures in architectural plans' 
[15].. The methods described in these papers aim at developing a generic de-
scriptionn and recognition strategy for symbols in formal drawings. Al l these 
methodss have specific problems with specific types of symbols, limitin g there 
robustnesss and extendibility. 

Wee conclude that classification based on generic objects causes informa-
tionn loss due to the variety in the style of symbols from drawing to drawing. 
Thiss leads to suboptimal symbol recognition when symbols are perceived as 
memberss of one stochastic class rather than being member of a symbolic class 
generatedd by the samen underlying recipe. In the end, generic statistic based 
symboll  recognition enforces construction of interpretation systems that are 
nott extendable. Another approach is needed that appreciates the specific 
recognitionn needs of graphical symbols. 
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1.33 Symbols 

Symbolss manifest themselves in an image as a collection of foreground pix-
els:: ink was applied to paper. In our interpretation, events in the image like 
junct ionss or edges are not considered symbols, for they do not explicitly repre-
sentt knowledge. Events like junctions are abstractions based on (intersecting) 
symbols,, and are not objects themselves. 

Wee categorize symbols, based on their structural characteristics and free 
parameters,, in: 

 fixed symbols. 

 regular symbols. 

 irregular symbols. 

 compound symbols. 

Al ll  symbols have a scale parameter relating to the resolution at which an 
imagee it scanned. We do not treat this as a free parameter, mainly because 
forr recognition systems the resolution at which a document is scanned can be 
assumedd known. So. we define parameters in their real world measurements 
suchh as angles and millimeters. For all practical purposes, we assume that the 
scanningg resolution is presented as input to a symbol detector. 

Fixedd symbols have only two free parameters: location and orientation. 
Regularr shapes have addit ional free parameters, like size or length. A straight 
linee is an example of a regular shape. Irregular shapes only have a defined 
structure,, but cannot be described in terms of a fixed number of free parame-
ters.. A curved line is an example of an irregular symbol, that could be defined 
byy any number of control nodes in a spline. A compound symbol is a combi-
nationn of several fixed, regular and/or irregular symbols in a predefined range 
off  configurations. Compound symbols occur often in engineering drawing, for 
examplee a dimension. A dimension consists of arrowheads, a shaft, dimension 
liness and text. Figure 1.5 presents a detail of an engineering drawing, with an 
examplee of all four types of symbols. 

Forr reference, in appendix 1.7 a categorisation of the symbols is given as 
foundd in dutch public utilit y maps[22]. In table 1.1, the distribution of the 
symboll  types in public utilit y maps over the categories is given. In total, there 
aree 31 different symbol types. 
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Figuree 1.5: Four types of symbols in details of a public utility map. (I) is a compound 
symbol,symbol, a dimensioning set consisting of an arrow and a dimensioning text. The 
dimensioningdimensioning text itself is a compound symbol consisting of numbers and a dot. (II) 
isis an arrowhead, a regular symbol. (Ill)  shows a dashed line, an irregular symbol. 
(IV)(IV) is a fixed symbol, representing a cross-section of a pipe. This symbol is part of 
aa compound symbol, a gully frame. 

Fixedd symbols: 
Regularr symbols: 
Irregularr symbols: 

Compoundd symbols: 

10 0 
4 4 

10 0 
7 7 

Tablee 1.1: Types of symbols in use in utility map drawings. 

1.3.11 A l g o r i t h m s for  s y m b ol r e c o g n i t i on 

Thee type of symbol has a large influence on the detection strategies to be 
employed. . 

F ixedd symbo ls 

I nn the case of fixed symbols, the classic technique of template matching and 
modernn adaptat ions thereof can be used. See Van den Boomgaard[30] for an 
example.. Doermann [9] uses algabraic and geometric invariants to recognize 
logos.. Other examples of detection of fixed symbols can be found in the field of 
opticall  character recognition (OCR). In OCR. neural networks have received 
aa lot of attention. Ripley [24] gives an overview. 
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R e g u l arr  symbo ls 

Forr regular symbols, a large variety of methods are developed. For example, 
thee l i terature oil detecting straight lines is wide and deep, the many variation 
onn applying the Hough transform [2] being the most well known. Arc detection 
iss a similarly well researched topic [21]. [10] and [32]. where most techniques 
aree an adaption of the Hough-transform. Because of the fixed parameter space, 
thee Hough transform (mapping the image on the parameter space) is indeed 
aa reasonable choice. 

I r regula rr  s ymbo ls 

Irregularr symbols require a large variety of approaches. A survey of techniques 
andd algorithms concerned with representation and recognition of these sym-
bolss (applied to reconstructing of 3D-objects) is described in [3]. Irregular 
symbolss can not be directly extracted from the image. Therefore, it is an area 
wheree many grouping and clustering algorithms have been developed. Curve 
detectionn (see chapter 4). is a good example of an irregular symbol requiring 
groupingg and clustering algorithms. 

C o m p o u ndd symbo ls 

Detectorss concerned with compound symbols need to recombine knowledge 
providedd by other detectors, and must be capable of directing those detec-
tors.. In general, detecting strategies involve defining a (spatial) grammar on 
features.. Many drawing interpretation systems (refer to section 1.2) are con-
structedd around a grammar on features, and treat drawings as a hierarchy 
onn features. Compound features are then defined as a level in this hierarchy. 
Construct ingg a detector on a compound symbol can. especially when there are 
manyy degrees of freedom in the lay-out and number of (sub)symbols, benefit 
aa lot from the work in this field. 

Specificc work on this type of symbols is done for example in relation to 
detect ingg dimension sets [17] [14] [7]. 

1.44 Defining a detector 

Wee define a detector as an algorithm that returns the likelihood of the presence 
off  a specific symbol on an image location, extended with an estimated value 
forr its actual parameters. The detector might operate on any type of image, 
i.e.. greyvalue. binary or vectorized, or on any combination of these types. If 
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differentt algorithms operate on different image representations, the detector 
wil ll  consist of several subdetectors, and the detector needs to have a procedure 
off  combining results of these subdetectors. 

Thiss introduces the notion of a semantic detector, first proposed by 
Smeulders[26].. The semantic detector presents the interface of the combined 
subdetectorss to the remainder of the interpretation system. It is crucial that 
thee detector is self contained in order to be able to test the detector as an 
entity.. Employing semantic detectors, modular recognition systems can be 
build* .. In figure 1.6 a schematic design of the semantic detecor is presented. 

Input t 

Semanticc detector 

detector r 

type e 

component t 
detector r 

binar\ \ 

detector r 

Component t 

image e 

Binary y 

image e 

Greyy value 
image e 

Figuree 1.6: Schematic design of a semantic detector consisting of three subdetectors 
operatingoperating on three different image types. 

Wee further distinguish between two types of detectors: passive and ac-
tivee detectors. An active detector gets as input a region of interest, and 
returnss graphical symbols as detected in that region. A passive detector on 
thee other hand, answers the question whether a collection of pixels classifies as 
thee symbol which the detector operates on. Ideally, a semantic detector must 
bee capable of handling both kinds of requests from the map interpretation 
system. . 

1.4.11 Demands on detectors 

I nn the implementation of a semantic symbol-detector, the following demands 
aree made a priori: 

*I nn such a sense semantic detectors are essential in an Object Oriented approach to map-
recognition. . 
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•• Required invariance. The detector should be invariant under the follow
ingg operations. 

-- Translation. A translated symbol is still the same symbol, so it 
shouldd be recognized irrespective of the symbols location. 

-- Rotation (optional). In most maps, a rotated symbol still has the 
samee interpretation. A counterexample is given in figure 1.7. 

Figuree 1.7: (a) Shows a rotated arrow. The semantic interpretation is equal, (b) 
ShowsShows a symbol that of which the interpretation changes after rotation. 

—— Scale. Maps can be scanned at different resolutions, so scale-
invariancee (in terms of pixels) is required. Note that this requires 
thee scanning-resolution to be known to the detector. Upholding the 
scalee invariance requirement without requiring a know scanning res
olutionn is a strict requirement unsuited for many symbols, as they 
havee a given set of parameters. In line drawings, for example, 
thee pensize has a semantic meaning. In contrast, line recognition 
shouldd be scale invariant in the strict sense. Recognizing a specific 
typee of line, requires a known scanning resolution. 

Robustness.. The detector should be robust against: 

—— disturbances. The utility-maps can be expected to contain many 
liness that touch or cross the objects to be classified. These distur
bancess should not influence detection. 

—— noise. Scanned images contain noise. The detection should be 
robustt against noise, to the extent that its performance should not 
deterioratee rapidly. 

Reliability. . 

AA semantic detector returns a classification, and a certainty associated 
withh that classification. The certainty must be an accurate representa
tionn of reality. It needs to be validated on large numbers of (real world 
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andd synthetic) example images. As an expression of realibility, the break
ingg point indicates under what circumstances the detector does and does 
nott function. In order to appreciate the applicability of a detector, its 
breakingg points should be clearly documented. 

•• Efficiency. 

Inn real-time map-conversion applications, efficiency both in turns of 
memoryy and time-usage are key-issues. We demand that , at least, the 
computationall complexity of the detector should be known. In order 
too gain a better understanding of the performance of a detector, both 
thee worst case computational complexity and the average case compu
tationall complexity (at least experimental results indicating the average 
casee complexity) should be provided. 

Inn addition to the methodologie demands, good engineering practice in the 
object-orientedd approach requires the model of the symbol to be made explicit, 
ass is discussed in the next paragraph. 

1.55 A modular architecture 

Encapsulation,, a key feature of object-oriented programming, demands the 
innerr workings of an object be hidden, but its results and its interface should 
bee clear and complete. The model-based approach when combined with en
capsulationn requires the parameters of the algorithm to be expressed in model 
parameters.. This means that the recognition algorithm should not contain 
"magicc numbers": settings that influence the outcome of the recognition algo
ri thmm but bare no meaning without detailed knowledge of the algorithm. 

Ass an example, figure 1.8 shows the model of a casing tube. An active 
detectorr containing a detection algorithm for casing tubes would receive as 
inputt a region of interest, on the image, and a set of limitations on the pa
rameterr space of the symbol (h < 50 mm, 5 mm < l2 < 10 mm, et cetera). 
Thee detector returns a list of detected casing tubes, augmented with their 
parameterr values and the certainty of observation. A passive detector is asked 
aa more specific question. Figure 1.8.c presents an example where the passive 
detectorr is asked to report on the presence of a casing tube between points px 

andd p2. Several additional restrictions could also be presented to the detector, 
forr example the pensize d2. Other passive casing tube detectors are possible, 
givingg other restrictions on the parameter space*. 

Notee that a passive detector could be implemented by first letting the active detec-
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F i g u r ee 1.8: A model of a casing tube, (a) shows a detail of a utility map containing 
aa casing tube, (b) Shows the model of the casing tube with its parameters. In (c) the 
inputinput parameters of a passive detector for a casing tube are presented. 

AA map interpretation system consists of two parts, a reasoning module and 
aa set of semantic detectors [11]. The reasoning module has several responsi
bilities.. It must specify the semantic detectors where to look, it must contain 
andd work on knowledge of the grammar of maps and must contain procedures 
forr dealing with inconsistent or missing data. In this view, it is not necessary 
forr the reasoning module to access the image data or other intermediate data 
typess such as components or vectors. This separation into a part for symbol 
detectionn and a part for reasoning follows directly from the definition of the 
semanticc detector. It is a necessary separation to employ semantic detectors. 

Figuree 1.9 presents an overview of the architecture of a map interpretation 
systemm using semantic detectors. This design is presented by Schavemaker[25]. 
Itt is an extension of [26]. The reasoning modules are based on a semantic net
work.. Explicit knowledge rules are formulated whereever possible, to abandon 
thee need for 'magic numbers'. Considering the system, it is important to no
ticee that the use of rules is distributed, in the sense that they are confined to 
placess where they are needed: 

•• a meta-reasoning level, specifying where to proceed the reasoning, 

torr return all presences of the symbol in the image, and then performing a search on the 
databasee of detected symbol using the provided restrictions. Conversely constructing an 
activee detector based on a passive detector is not feasible. 
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Category y 
Fixed d 
Regular r 
Irregular r 
Compound d 

Passive e 

Arrowheadd (chapter 2.4) 
Backlinee (chapter 3) 
Dashedd line (chapter 5) 

Activ e e 

Galleyss (chapter 4) 
Arroww (chapter 2) 

Tablee 1.2: Detectors developed in this thesis. 

•• a conflict resolution level, specifying how to resolve inconsistencies, 

•• a semantic level on the contents of the map specifying detectors where 
too look, 

•• and within detectors to decide among the various techniques available. 

Semanticc detectors share the input image as their data within the architec
ture.. It is possible to define additional data structures to be shared, such as a 
binaryy image obtained by segmentation of the input image. The range of in
termediatee data structures employed within semantic detectors is not limited. 
Eachh detector can use any number of representation and description methods 
itt needs. 

1.66 This thesis 

Inn this chapter we have argued that graphical symbols found in utility maps 
orr other formal drawings differ greatly in structural and other characterics. 
Therefore,, in our view recognition strategies for graphic symbols should vary 
accordingly.. As a consequence, we have presented a categorisation of graphical 
symbolss found in utility maps and associated detection strategies to illustrate 
thiss variety. 

Inn order to construct flexible map interpretation systems, a clear under
standingg of a detector is needed. In thic chapter we formulate demands on 
detector,, concerning translation, rotation and scale invariance, robustness, 
performancee and efficiency. Developing detectors in accordance with these de
mandss leads to semantic detectors, applicable in an object oriented approach 
too map interpretation. And finally in this chapter the embedding of the se
manticc detector in map interpretation systems is presented. 

Inn this thesis, semantic detectors for a number of specific symbols are being 
developed.. Table 1.2 gives an overview of the detectors. 

Thee performance of all detectors will be evaluated against real and syn
theticc images, with a detailed analysis of the computational complexity. Here, 
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Meta a 
reasoning g 
module e 

conflictt resolution 
module e 

reasoning g 
module e 

Arrow-detector r Housee detector 

knowledge e 

Figuree 1.9: Example architecture of a map interpretation system using semantic 
detectors.detectors. The reasoning module calls the semantic detectors. The meta-reasoning 
modulemodule decides how to proceed reasoning. The conflict resolution module deals with 
inconsistentinconsistent or missing data. 

thee engineering perspective of this thesis is evident; we are concerned with 
developingg detectors tha t can be employed in everyday practice. 
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1.6.11 Chapter  2; detect ing arrow s 

Thee arrowhead detector (section 2.4), is developed by comparing several known 
methodss for recognizing fixed symbols, including template matching and the 
Houghh transform. The goal is to compare these different methods for rec
ognizingg fixed symbols, and find the one best suited for the given domain. 
Wee develop a passive detector, because arrowheads are often disturbed and 
activee detection is computationally expensive. Furthermore, the arrowhead 
detectorr is used as a subdetector of the (compound) arrow detector. As noted 
above,, detectors for compound symbols need to contain a reasoning module 
too combine results of subdetectors. The arrow detector illustrates this. 

1.6.22 Chapter  3; a passive gal ley detector 

AA  passive line detector is developed in chapter 3. The line detector is used to 
recognizee galleys drawn on the back side of a utility map (called backlines), 
whichh are visible on the front side due to the semi transparancy of the utility 
maps.. In scanned images, these backlines are of very low quality, explain
ingg the need to develop a passive detector and allowing for maximal use of 
contextuall knowledge. 

1.6.33 Chapter  4; an act ive gal ley detector 

Inn chapter 4. an active galley detector is presented, based on grouping line 
segments.. The main challenge is not in the low quality of lines, as is the case 
withh detecting backlines. but in controling the combinatorial explosion often 
involvedd with grouping algorithms. 

1.6.44 Chapter  5; an act ive dashed l in e detector 

Thee combinatorics involved in detecting dashed lines are impressive if it is not 
knownn a priori which pat tern is repeated along the dashed line. We aim at 
developingg a detector that is capable, given a set of objects distributed along 
aa (virtual) line, to infer the repeating pattern. The detector is therefore only 
passivee in the sense that starting point of the line itself is not derived from the 
imagee but presented to the detector. The detector finds the pat tern where the 
mainn challenge lies in allowing for disturbances, both in detection of objects 
andd errors in the repetition of the pat terns. 
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1.77 Appendix: Categorization of symbols in utility 
maps s 

1.7.11 Fixed symbols 

Alll fixed symbols have two free parameters: position and orientation. For some 
fixedd symbols the orientation parameter is meaningless, for they are rotation 
invariant. . 

muff,, cableview 

reel,, loopdop 

mastt with case doublee mast 

mastt with grounding 

telegraphh mast afspanmast t 

lightt mast 

mastt with 

lightt fitting 

Figuree 1.10: Fixed symbols 

•• Cableview. A cableview is a solid disc with a radius of 1 mm. 

•• Loopdop*. A loopdop is a solid disc with a radius of 1 mm. The context 
off the symbol defines whether it is a cableview, or a loopdop. A loopdop 
iss always drawn in a gaily 

•• Muff . A mof is a solid disc with a radius of 2 mm. 

•• Reel. A spoel is a solid disc with a radius of 3 mm. 

*Thee translation of the dutch word loopdop into english is unknown to us 
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•• Elektricit y case. A rectangle of known size. 

•• Single mast. A circle of know radius. 

•• Mast wit h grounding. A circle, combined with a set of parallel lines 
decreasingg in length. 

•• Ligh t mast. Circle with two orthogonal radial line segments. 

•• Mast met light fitting . Circle, combined with cross and line connect
ingg the cross and the outline of the circle. 

•• Mast wit h case. A combination of a mast (a circle of known size) and 
aa case (a rectangle of known size). 

•• Double mast. Two touching circles of known size. 

•• Telegraph pole. Two circles, connected by a line segment, all of known 
size. size. 

•• Afspanmast. Two circles, connected by two parallel line segments, all 
off known size.§ Two circles, connected by two parallel line segments. 

1.7.22 Regular  symbols 

Forr all the regular symbols, orientation and position are free parameters. Fig
uree 1.11 gives an overview of the regular symbols. 

AA J ^ 

arrowhead d 

•• / 

B B 

^^  V 

A A 

Êk Êk 
LL A 

A A 

\ \ 

B B 

' ' 

arrowhead d 

A A 
/ / 
X X 

shaft t 

Y Y 

> > 
I MM  I^ B 

tubee casing 

Figuree 1.11: Regular symbols 

§Thee translation of the dutch word afspanmast into english is unknown to us 
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•• Arrowhead. Solid triangle. The additional free parameters are height 
andd width. Arrowheads of the second variety shown in figure 1.11 are 
alsoo admissable. 

•• Shaftline. Straight line segment drawn with pensize 1 mm. The addi
tionall free parameter is length. 

•• Casing tube. In chapter 4, the detection of roadlines is described. 
Thee casing tube is treated as an extension of roadline detection. The 
additionall free parameter is length. 

1.7.33 Irregula r  symbols 

-h-h-h-h-h-h h 
countryy border 

talus s 

J J - " B B 

house e 

linee of trees 

ditch h 

—— H — H — - I - -

provincee border 

II I I L 

fencing g 

galley y 

Figuree 1.12: Irregular symbols 

 House. A (not necessarily closed) set of connected line segments. The 
linee segments can be straight or curved. 

•• Road. Chapter 3 describes the detection of roads. This detection is 
complicatedd by the fact that roads and other types of infrastructure are 
drawnn at the backside of utility maps. 

•• Galley. A solid curve drawn with pensize 3 mm. 

•• Dashed lin e structures. A lot of the symbols in engineering drawings 
consistt of a repetition of a (set of) symbol(s) along a (virtual) centre 
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line.. This centre line is a free hand curve, without restrictions on length 
andd shape. 

-- Track . A string of alternating black and white rectangles of a fixed 
size. . 

-- P rov ince border . A string of alternating plus signs and minus 
signs. . 

-- Coun t r y border . A string of plus signs. 

-- Coun ty .border. A string of dots. 

-- Treel ine. A simple dashed line, with a solid disc at the end points 
off the line. 

-- Fencing. A curve, with small line segments orthogonal to the 
curve. . 

-- Talus. Complex pattern, see figure 1.12. 

-- D i t ch . Complex pattern, see figure 1.12. 

1.7.44 Compound symbols 

AA compound symbol is a combination of several fixed, regular and/or irregular 
symbolss in a predefined (range of) configuration(s). Figure 1.13 presents the 
compoundd symbols present in utility maps. 

•• A r r o w . There are two types of arrows, two headed arrows and single 
headedd arrows. 

-- Two headed arrow. See for a detailed model of a two headed arrow, 
andd the development of a detector, chapter 2. The free parameters 
off a two headed arrow are position, orientation and length of the 
shaft,, and width and height for both arrowheads. There is also a 
binaryy parameter, describing whether the arrowheads are pointing 
inwards,, or outwards. 

-- Single arrow. The free parameters of a single arrow are a subset of 
thee free parameters of the two headed arrow, for only one arrowhead 
iss present. 

•• Gu l l y f rame. A gully frame is a complex symbol. It consist of five 
straightt dashed line, in a U shape, and a number of cableviews drawn 
insidee the U. Above the cableviews a thick line segment, signalling a 
platee above the galley, might be drawn. 
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singlee arrow 

20 0 
7. . 

dimensionn text 

gullyy frame pipee with cableviews 

«££ t =„ 

concretee case with 
cableviews s 

Figuree 1.13: Compound symbols 

•• Dimension t ex t . The dimension text consists of two sets of numbers, 
andd a dot. The font size of the second set of numbers is smaller than 
thee font size for the first set. The dot is positioned between the first and 
secondd set. The allignment of the first set of numbers, the dot. and the 
secondd set of numbers is as shown in figure 1.13. 

•• Dimension. A dimension is a combination of an arrow and a dimension 
text.. The dimension text is positioned parallel, and centered, to the shaft 
line. . 

•• Concrete case wit h cableviews. Position is a free parameter of the 
concretee case. The number of cableviews is also a free parameter, as well 
ass the location of these cableviews, which are however restricted to the 
insidee of the concrete case. 

Pipee wit h cableviews. The free parameters of the pipe with cable-
viewss are identical to those of the concrete case with cableviewss. 
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Chapterr 2 

AA case s tudy in performance 
analysiss of recognition of 
graphicall signs 

Inn the automatic conversion of line drawings the reduction of ambiguity in 
thee recognition of symbols is critical for success. The detection of graphical 
signss offers a unique opportunity for unambivalent interpretation. Detection 
off these signs can be split into two parts: the detection of its presence and the 
localizationn and determination of other free parameters of the sign. 

Inn engineering drawings, recognition is only sensible if a good reconstruc
tionn of the underlying model (i.e. an engine, or a cityplan) can be made. For 
thiss reconstruction, the dimensions of the drawing, and the distances between 
symbolss in the drawing are crucial. An example of reconstruction, and the 
importancee of dimensioning in this reconstruction, is presented in [7]. 

Wee make a distinction for the class of symbols in engineering drawings 
inn fixed shapes, regular shapes, irregular shapes and combinations of these 
shapes.. Fixed shapes have only two free parameters: location and orienta
tion.. Regular shapes have additional free parameters, like size or length. A 
straightt line is an example of a regular shape. Irregular shapes only have a 
definedd structure, but cannot be described in terms of a fixed number of free 
parameters.. An examples of an irregular shape is a curve. Each type of shape 
requiress a different class of detection methods. For example, template match
ingg is ideally suited for fixed shapes, but cannot be implemented to detect a 
curve.. It is the purpose of this paper to study in depth detection of one such 
sign:: arrows. We consider several different algorithms for detection. 

Ann arrow is a combined shape, put together by a line and two arrowheads. 

27 7 
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Inn mechanically generated engineering drawings, the two arrowheads would 
bee fixed shapes, for there width and height would be known a priori. In 
practicee however, engineering drawings are constructed by hand, introducing 
uncertaintyy in the width and height of arrowheads. Therefore, an arrow must 
bee seen as a combination of three regular shapes. 

Combinedd symbols, such as an arrow, require some form of reasoning mod
ule.. This reasoning' module contains knowledge about the required elements 
off the combined shape, their spatial relationships, etc. While an arrow is 
nott a very complex shape, the dimensioning set is. In engineering drawings 
thee dimensioning set, of which arrows are a part, is a common element. An 
overvieww of research on recognizing dimensioning sets (and arrows as part of 
dimensioningg sets) is presented in section 2.2. 

Inn this paper, we compare three methods for arrow detection. The methods 
aree evaluated on robustness, and performance on a database with parts from 
aa range of utility-maps and on a large range of synthetic images created to 
testt disturbances in a controlled environment. 

Thee arrows in the real datasets we are looking for are often hard to detect, 
moree often than not disturbed by intersecting lines or touching objects. See 
figurefigure 2.1 for a typical example. The goal of the detector is explicit recon
structionn of the arrows parameters like headsize, shaft length, orientation and 
position. . 

Figuree 2.1: Example of the type of arrows the detector needs to find and reconstruct. 

Thee bottleneck in arrow detection is the recognition of arrowheads. Three 
differentt algorithms for arrowhead detection are investigated and compared. 
Thee comparison is done on the bases of recognition performance, accuracy 
inn parameter measurements and computational complexity. All these three 
arrowheadd detectors benefit from contextual information provided by the de-
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tectionn of the shaft line, which precedes the arrowhead detection. 

2.11 Arrow model 

Ourr arrow-model is presented in figure 2.2. Note that in our definition, an 
arroww has two heads. The arrow is drawn with pensize d, and is given by 
thee drawing-conventions. The height and width of the arrowheads are not 
fixed.. The length of the shaft is also not fixed. In general, arrows are not 
symmetrical:: the height of width of both arrowheads are not necessarily equal. 

Figuree 2.2: (a) Shows the parameters of the arrow, (b) Shows arrows with heads 
pointingpointing inwards, (c) Example of arrow with inward pointing arrowheads. 

2.22 Related work 

Inn literature arrow detection is often presented as part of a larger image in
terpretationn scheme. Arrows are one of the several objects to be recognized, 
usuallyy as part of a dimension set (see figure 2.3). 

[5]] gives an overview of the different types of dimensioning sets, and pre
sentedd a method based on web grammars for recognizing dimensioning sets. 
Thee main contribution lies in the formalization of the dimensioning set and 
thee conclusion that arrowhead recognition is a bottleneck in recognizing di
mensioningg sets. [17] expands on this approach, giving a method for matching 
opposingg arrowheads. Both methods are mainly concerned with the grammar 
andd treat the pattern recognition phase only curseryj On noisy images these 
methodss produce poor results. 

Linn [16] recognises the difficulty of detecting arrowheads without contex
tuall knowledge. An algorithm, aimed at recognizing dimension sets, is pro
posedd where first the dimension text is extracted, then the associated shaft, 
andd then the arrowheads, after which the dimension set can be fully recon
structed.. The algorithm suffers from a lack of robustness, as intersected shaft 
liness are not properly handled. In [19], a similar arrowhead detection method 
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(A)) (B) 

Figuree '2.3: In (a) a general example of a dimensioning set is presented consisting 
ofof two markers, an arrow, and a real number. The markers can be objects in the 
draiving.draiving. In (b) a specific example from an engineering drawing is presented. The 
dimensioningdimensioning set measures the distance between a galley and a house. 

iss detailed which is based on expected properties of the thinned skeleton in 
combinationn with outline vectors. A standard pattern of paired outline vec
torss then suggests an arrowhead. We observe that this method is inherently 
nott robust against lines intersecting the arrowhead, a common occurence in 
engineeringg drawings. 

Inn [14]. the detection of dimension sets is described. A skeleton is derived 
fromm the binarized image. Then, on the ends of every line an arrowhead is 
searchedd for. This is done by first detecting a significant rise in thickness along 
aa line segment (signaling the back of an arrowhead). Then the length of the 
arrowheadd is estimated, and a model of the expected arrowhead is constructed 
usingg ANSI-drawing rules [1]. Using two different criteria, the model is checked 
againstt the actual image data. The method is not robust against ruptures in 
thee shaftline and works only a a limited set of possible arrowheads. The model 
usedd is not as flexible as described in section 2.1. 

Inn [2] a method for detecting dimension sets is described that is geared 
towardss the specific domain in which it operates. Arrowheads are recognized 
byy a series of morphological operations, assuming that the arrowheads are the 
thickestt objects in the image. This method is not extendible to drawings in 
whichh arrowheads are not the thickest objects. 

Arroww detection is often part of larger drawing interpretation systems [8], 
[l ipp [12]. These approaches defines arrows in terms of what distinguises them 
fromm other expected elements in the image, not by its essential characteris
tics.. Combined with consistency rules, this approach can provide good overall 
recognitionn results in well defined application areas. But there is also a draw
back.. The arrow detectors developed for this type a drawing interpretation 
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systemm cannot be used independently but only by discrimination against the 
otherr symbols. We conclude that an arrow detector build as an integral part 
off a drawing interpretation system, can only function within that system. The 
detectorr will not survive rigorous testing as a stand-alone application. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we describe standard pattern matching 
techniques,, and their application to arrow detection. 

Templatee matching is such a classic approach in pattern recognition. Arrow 
detectionn as a straight forward template matching problem is not feasible, 
givenn the number of free parameters in the arrow definition (see section 2.1). 
Slightlyy more feasible is an approach that only searches for arrowheads. It 
needss to be followed by combining arrowheads and (separately detected) shafts 
inn that case. The template matching of arrowheads, should then have to 
deall with four free parameters: width, height, orientation and pensize. The 
computationall effort needed can be expected to be too large to be effective. 
Thiss approach is investigated in section 2.4.5. 

Thee Hough transform is another classical approach to tackle the problem 
off detecting arrowheads. Algorithms based on the Hough transform remain 
popular,, due to its conceptual simplicity. See [9] for an overview of Hough 
transformm techniques. Robustness against noise and the needed computa
tionall effort when the number of free parameters increase, remain however a 
problem.. In section 2.4.4, we describe an arrowhead detector based on the 
Houghh transform. 

2.33 Arrow Detector 

Inn this section we describe the detector algorithm employed by our arrow de
tector.. In the algorithm (see figure 2.4) the line segments, potential shafts, 
aree detected before invoking the arrowhead detection. This is desirable, be
causee arrowheads prove to be the bottleneck in arrow recognition. By first 
detectingg shaftlines, we have restricted the possible location and orientation 
off potential arrowheads. This allows for computationally expensive methods 
off detecting arrowheads on small subimages around the shaft not feasible on 
completee images. 

Thee external knowledge needed by the algorithm is provided in a knowledge 
file.file. The knowledge file contains all the parameters used in the detection 
algorithm.. Employing a knowledge file, and avoiding (hidden) 'magic numbers' 
inn the implementation of the detection algorithm, allows for easier automated 
testingg procedures. Reducing the amount of magic numbers increases the 
generalityy of a developed method and increases robustness. 
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fr>' fr>' 

Figuree 2.4: Detailed outline of the detection algorithm, separating shaft detection, 
groupinggrouping of shaft parts and arrowhead detection. The rounded boxes represent (in-
termediate)termediate) data, the shadowed boxes are processing-steps, and the hexagonal boxes 
representrepresent (external) knowledge. 
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Thee input of the detector consists of a grey value image. The detector is 
ann active detector (see chapter 1. trying to locate every instance of the symbol 
inn the image without a priori knowledge1 about possible locations. 

Thee output of the detector consists of a list of arrows, defined by the 
coordinatess of the shaft-endpoints. extended with the dimensions and direction 
off the arrowheads. 

2.3.11 Lin e detec t ion 

Thee line detection step consists of some elementary image-processing. We 
definee /( . r . y) as the image, and Sd as a disc with radius d. The image g(.i\y) 
usedd to extract line segments is computed by: y = {f ~ 5 ^ 2 j } -r S|d2J- an 
openingg to elimate thin entities, followed by a top hat transform: /? = g\{g ^ 
S\dS\d22]]  } 6- 5|-rf.,]. to eliminate thick entities. 

Next,, a skeleton is derived from the resulting binary image g. and converted 
intoo a set of straight line-segments using the Douglas-Peucker method [6]. Line 
segmentss shorter than the minimal shaft length specified in the knowledge 
filee are discarded. In practice, this removes many short segments left after 
skeletonizingg characters of the drawing. 

Whenn a shaft is intersected by another line segment, it is divided in two 
separatee segments. These separate segments are joined at a later stage in the 
detectionn process, the grouping step. It follows that when a shaft is separated 
inn many segments shorter than the minimal shaft length, the shaft will not 
bee reconstructed in the grouping step. This limitation of the algorithm is not 
importantt in practice, for the rarity of this occurence. 

2.3.22 Arrowhead detec t ion 

Thee head detection step is the most critical step in arrow detection. In section 
2.44 three methods for head detection are explored and detailed. All three 
methodss can be employed in the general set up for arrow detection described 
inn this section, see figure 2.5. 

2.3.33 Select ion and grouping 

Selectionn of shafts means checking for each shaft whether or not two heads 
(withh opposite direction) were detected. Shafts with two opposing arrowheads 
aree selected as arrows. 

Thee grouping step aims at joining shaft-parts separated due to bad seg
mentation,, image-disturbances, or lines intersecting the original shaft. The 
groupingg method we employ is described in [10]. Input to this method is a set 
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Figuree 2.5: Context of the three alternative algorithms for arrowhead detection. 

off line-segments (in this case being the set of potential shaft with zero or one 
detectedd heads), and a clustering value. The value represents the allowed mea
suree of discrepancy between a clustered line and its originating line-segments. 
Outputt is a set of grouped line-segments. Each set of grouped line-segments 
iss augmented with the optimal line to replace them. 
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Givenn the output of the grouping step, the matching step checks whether 
thee originating line segments of a set had opposite-facing arrowheads. If so. a 
neww arrow is found. 

2.44 Arrowhead detection 

Inn this section, the procedure outlined in figure 2.5 is detailed. 

2.4 .11 E x t r a c t i m a g e - p a rt 

Forr each potential shaft-segment, we extract the surrounding image part. Each 
greyy valued image part is rotated so that the shaft line is horizontal. This 
simplifiess the latter stages of the arrowhead detection step. The width of the 
imagee part is derived from the allowed head size and the minimal shaft length, 
ass supplied in the knowledge file, the height is derived from the maximum head 
widthh (2.6). 

// ^ 

ƒƒ * 
(a) ) 

i i 

headd width 

Shaft t 

headd ' 
* \\ height /\ 

tt _! 

(b) ) 

Figuree 2.6: (a) The shaft piece connected to the head is shorter than the minimal 
shaft-length,shaft-length, (b) Therefore, the extracted image part is derived from the minimum 
shaftshaft length and the maximum arrowhead height to ensure the head is included in the 
image. image. 

Thee gray-scale image is binarized by sharpening it and thresholding with 

hysteresiss as described in [21]. 

2.4 .22 P i x e l c o u nt 

Wee define the summed profile of a shaft as the distance between the background 
pixelss from the upper and lower side of the shaft. The upper profile is the 
distancee from the shaft to the background on the upper side, and the lower 

profileprofile is the distance from the shaft to the background on the lower side. See 
figurefigure 2.7. 
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(A)) (B) 

Figuree 2.7: Extracting an arrow from an image, (a) Original image with region of 
interest,interest, (b) Resulting summed profile after segmentation and pixelcount. The plot 
givesgives the distance subtracted with the width of the shaftline. 

Bothh the robust line fitter and the Hough transform are based on the 
summedd profile. The reason for this is illustrated in figure 2.8. The summed 
profilee is more robust against disturbance in orientation of the shaft than the 
lowerr and upper profiles. Figure 2.9 shows the sensitivity of the summed 
profilee to disturbances in the orientation. An arrowhead is shown in differ
entt orientations. In each rotation, the summed profile is computed. It is 
demonstratedd that the summed profile is only mildly rotation variant. As 
ann example, figure 2.8. (a) shows two lines that are both reasonable guesses of 
thee shaft position and orientation, but these two lines result in radically dif
ferentt profiles when these profiles are presented in two separate profile lines. 
Inn contrast, the summed profile is nearly identical. 

Itt follows that for reasons of robustness, the detection of arrowheads must 
bee based on the summed profile. 

2.4.33 Robust line-fittin g 

Thee task in the line-fitting step is to detect the presence of an arrowhead in the 
profile.. The noise in the data is not random. This is to say that other graphical 
objectss in the image, like houses or pipe-lines, touching the arrowhead cause 
sharpp increases in the pixelcount. For this reason, simple least-square fitting 
techniquess are not sufficient as they assign high importance to outliers. 

Inn our method, before starting the fitting procedure, a subarea of the 
profile,, where the presence of an arrowhead is suspected, is selected. This is 
donee by selecting a connected area where the thickness is above the measured 
thicknesss of the potential shaft line. The subarea(s) need to be larger than 
thee minimal allowed headsize, see figure 2.11.a. 
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(a)) -
(b) ) 

(c)) (d) 

Figuree 2.8: In (a) and (b) the same arrowhead is presented, with slighty different 
estimatesestimates for the shaft line. And the end point of the shaft, the difference between these 
twotwo shaft estimates is one pixel in the horizontal direction. In (c), the upper and lower 
profileprofile of the arrowhead is presented for both shaft lines showing poor robustness, (d) 
ShowsShows the summed profile of both lines, which are nearly identical. 

Whenn the set of values to be fitted to a straight line (with parameters 
aa and b) are defined as ( (x i ,y i ) , (x2,y2), • • •, (xn,yn))i a Least Square Fit is 
definedd as: 

N N 

minVVj/ ii -(axi + b))2 (2.1) 
a,ba,b ' 

?? = 1 

Inn figure 2.11.b, a Least Square Fit of the values on the right hand side 
wouldd approximately result in a straight line. 

Inn our line-fitting approach we discard outliers. The line-fitting procedure 
iterativelyy fits the data points and then throws away outliers (the (XJ, yt) tuple 
withh maximum y,; — {axi + b)), until a slope-line is sufficiently reliably detected 
ass defined by the correlation coefficient. The iteration also stops when a 
percentagee of values are being discarded. Figure 2.11.C shows an example. 
Thiss threshold is supplied in the knowledge file, as the permissable occlusion 
off the arrowhead. 

(a)) -
(b) ) 
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Figuree 2.9: (a) shows a rotated arrowhead, with (b) the resulting profile, (c) Shows 
arrowheadsarrowheads at different orientations, (d) presents the summed profiles of the arrow-
headsheads from (c). It is clear the basic shape is still recognizable, although the dimensions 
ofof the arrowhead will  be hard to estimate. 

(A) ) 

Figuree 2.10: Working with the summed profile renders the algorithm unfit to distin-
guishguish between the shapes presented in (a) and (b). (c) Shows an example of a shape 
recognizedrecognized as an arrowhead of type (a) in an engineering drawing, representing the 
numbernumber 1. 

Thee dimensions of the arrowhead is determined next. The position and 
widthh of the arrowhead is based on the first pixel in the subarea that is involved 
inn the fit. The height of the arrowhead is based on the intersection of the 
slopee line and the x-axis. This is illustrated in figure 2.11.d. The arrowhead is 
rejectedd if the parameters do not fall within the parameter range as provided 
inn the knowledge file. 

Eachh iteration in the robust line fitting is linear in the number of pixels, 
whilee the number of allowed iterations is also linear in the height of the ar
rowhead.. Hence, the complexity of the robust line fitter is 0(]r?max) with hmax 
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Figuree 2.11: (a) The two selected areas in which robust line fitting is to be performed. 
ToTo find the slope-line in a profile, least squares fitting techniques are not sufficient. 
(b)(b) shows the result of an LSQ-fit of the selected subarea on the right side, (c) Shows 
thethe result after iteratively throwing away outliers, (d) Establishing the dimensions of 
thethe arrowhead based on the robust LSQ-fit. The width is determined by the first pixel 
involvedinvolved in the the fitted straight line. The height is derived from the intersection with 
thethe x-axis. 

thee maximum height of the arrowhead. 

2.4.44 Hough transfor m 

Anotherr method of matching a model to data is by using the Hough Transform 
[15].. See figure 2.12 for an illustration of this method applied to detecting 
arrowheadss where the location parameter is restricted to a position along the 
shaftt line. In the simplest form, the Hough transform works as follows: 
everyy foreground pixel in the image is translated into incrementing the count 
off every arrowhead that would generate this pixel. 

However,, this definition does not work for solid objects of unknown dimen
sionss such as arrowheads . The reader is referred to figure 2.13. Therefore, 
aa more valid approach is to search for the outline of the arrowhead, a method 
thatt doesn't have a bias to an arrowhead of a particular size. 
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Figuree 2.12: Detecting arrowheads of unknown position, width and height using the 
HoughHough transform. Every foreground pixel in the image results in a hypercube in the 
HoughHough domain. 

Figuree 2.13: (a) Target object, (b) Optimal result of Hough transform looking for 
solidsolid triangles is the maximum enscribed triangle as it will  cast 100 % correct votes, 
(c)(c) Preferred approximation of the object from (a). 

Thee voting matr ix M(w, h, XQ) contains for each combination of parameters 
(w,(w, h.xo) the evidence in the image for an instantion of the arrowhead in the 
imagee with those parameters, w.h. and xo are discrete parameters. We set 
öw,öw, öh and 5.r0 the increment along the axes, also know as the grid size, to 1. 
Thee incrementing step for the voting matrix M , transforming the image into 
thee parameter space, can be defined as follows: 

i U rr , i f l \=r-(xa-x0) + w-ya\ < e, 0 < (xa - x0) < h 6M[w,h,6M[w,h,XoXo]]  = l[  Q dJ e 

(2.2) ) 
withh e a tolerance to account for discretisation effects, (xa,ya) a boundary 
pixell and w,, h, and .To denoting the dimensions and location of the arrowhead. 
Typically,, e < 1, depending on the grid size in matrix M. So. equation 2.2 gives 
ann upda te rule for the parameter matrix for every boundary pixel, denoted by 

^^^ ^^^ 
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itss coordinates (xa,ya), see also figure 2.14. Results of using this method are 
presentedd in section 2.5. 

Figuree 2.14: Detecting arrowheads of unknown position, width and height using the 
HoughHough transform, based on matching the outline. Every boundery pixel in the image 
resultsresults in a plane in the Hough domain 

Notee that equation 2.2 works for the slope of the arrowhead, but the verti
call base of the arrowhead is undefined. Here we use the following incrementing 
rule: : 

«KMd- j JJ JV-f' , (M) 

aa formula that increments the vote for all arrowheads at position x0 = xa. 

Ourr implementation of the Hough-transform is. for reasons given in the 
previouss section, based on the one-sided profile. 

Afterr calculating the Hough-transform of a profile, the maximum value in 
thee three dimensional matrix is retrieved, with corresponding width and height 
andd position. If this maximum value exceeds the preset threshold (derived by 
optimizationn on a test set) an arrowhead is detected on x0. Figure 2.15 shows 
ann example. 

Thee complexity of the Hough Transform is given by its number of free 
parameters.. In our implementation, there are three free parameters: width, 
heightt and position. This leads to a complexity of 0(wh' n̂ai.). 

2.4.55 Templa te match ing 

Inn [22], a method for icon detection is described based on fuzzy mathematical 
morphology.. We use this method as our implementation of template matching. 
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Figuree 2.15: (a) Input image with superimposed detected arrow. Arrowhead detection 
waswas performed using the Hough transform, (b) Profile used as input for the Hough 
transform,. transform,. 

Too detect an icon in an image, it is decomposed into two disjoint sets S 
andd T. where 5 is the set of object pixels and T a set of background pixels. On 
thee basis of these two sets a weighting function is defined where the pixels in 
SS receive positive weight and those in T get the negative weights. The binary 
imagee is then correlated with this weighting function. Local maxima in the 
resultt indicate possible positions for the template. 

Thee definition of the weights is crucial. Figure 2.16.a shows the ideal grey 
valuedd image of an ID-model. Scanning results in blurring (figure 2.16.b) and 
noisee (figure 2.16.c). The ideal size background mask T is not known a priori, 
forr it depends on the distance between the object and other objects in the 
image.. If the expected distance is set to d2, the resulting weights assuming a 
linearr point spread function of size d\ is shown in figure 2.16.d. 

Finally,, the weights are normalized by choosing um,;„ and umax in such a 
wayy that the output of the correlation is +100 if the template on which it is 
basedd is used as the image, and -100 when its complement is presented. A 
constantt binary image yields zero output. Applying this to the appropriate 
modell of an arrowhead (figure 2.17.a), we arrive at the following values for 
uumminin and Umax- Calculating these values is easy when the arrowhead model is 
transformedd into figure 2.17.b: 

100 0 
whwh — d\ (h + w — d\)' 
-100 0 

(2.4) ) 

(22 5) 
"™"™nn 2d2(h + w + 2d2 )-di(h + w-2d1)' 

Notee that w and h are not known a priori, in contrast to d\ and d2 from 
thee knowledge file. Therefore, the image needs to be correlated with a large 
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Figuree 2.16: (a) The ideal model of an object on a backgr ound. (b) The effect of the 
pointpoint spread function, (c) The effect of noise, (d) The resulting weight function. 

(B ) ) 

Figuree 2.17: (a) The arrowhead, model used for template matching, d.2 is the expected 
distancedistance to other objects, dl is the size of the point spread function to account for 
blurring,blurring, (b) T ransformation of the mdel to facilitate easy calculation of the weights. 

numberr of templates, eac htemplate referring to a combination of width and 
height.. Also, the exact orientation is not known a priori. As demonstrated in 
sectionn 2.4.2, the determined orientation of the shaft line is not precise enough 
too allo w for robust arrowhead detection. Therefore, the templates need to be 
correlatedd at a small range of angles. Experiments not shown indicate that the 
differencee betw eenthe measured orientation of the shaft line and the ground 
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truthh is less than degrees. The local maxima in the result for each template 
pointt to possible locations of the arrowhead(s). The maximum of these local 
maximaa point to the most likely position and dimensions of the arrowhead(s). 
Figuree 2.18 shows an example achieved with the template matching algorithm. 

Figuree 2.18: Example of a result of the template matching algorithm on a low quality 
arrow.arrow. The dotted triangles denote optimal matching model arrowheads. 

Thee order of correlating a single template is 0{fwwh). where ƒ„. is 
thee width of the binary image. This leads to an order of 0(fwh(hmax ~ 
hmin)w(whmin)w(wmamaxx ~ wmm)(amax ~ am,n)) for evaluating all possible templates. 
Althoughh the grid size has a large effect on the actual computing time, is does 
nott influence the order of the algorithm. 

2.55 Experiments 

Inn this section we describe the evaluation of the detector. 
Priorr to detector-development, a large database of images (> 1000) con

tainingg arrows and other objects was collected using a data collecting tool 
calledd Bessi [3]. This dataset was extracted from a batch of 25 utility-maps 
providedd by a utility plant*. The maps represent a cross-section of the avail
ablee material. They show a large variation in quality and contrast. 

Thee dataset was divided in two subsets, one for developing the detector, 
andd one for testing (.V = 203). After the test on real images, the detector 
wass tested with a large amount of synthetic arrows, generated by a process 
describedd in [4]. 

2.5.11 Performance on real images 

Thee knowledge file contains the maximum parameter values for the width 
andd height of arrowheads in the test set. The maximum allowed occlusion 

"Cur t e syy of t he P N E M , current ly part of Essent . 
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detectortype detectortype 
Robust t 
Hough h 
Template e 

RecognitionRecognition rate 
89.66 % 
91.00 % 
89.22 % 

Tablee 2.1: Results of the three methods of arrowhead detection compared (N = 203 i. 

iss set at 50 c/c. This percentage was arrived at during the testing fase. to 
alloww for a minimal number of false positives. There is a trade-off between 
correctlyy identified arrows and increasing the number of false positives. How 
thiss trade-off is decided, depends on the application in which the detector is 
embedded.. More often than not. the choice will be made to configure for a 
minimall number of false positives, for wrong data (the result of a false positive) 
iss usually considered worse than incomplete data. 

Tablee 2.1 gives the recognition rate of the arrow detector, depending on 
thee employed arrowhead algorithm. It is clear all three arrowhead detection 
algorithmm perform satisfactory. Close inspection of the data reveal that there 
iss a precise coincidence among the three methods which ones to reject or to 
acceptt falsely. Only very few instances of a different result among the three 
methodss have been recorded. Figure 2.19 shows the image where the template 
matchingg algorithm fails, but the robust line fitter and the Hough transform 
succeed. . 

Figuree 2.19: Arrow rejected by the template matching algorithm. The detail shows 
thethe rejected arrowhead. The arrowhead is rejected because it is vertically translated. 
TheThe robust line fitter method and the Hough transform method do not reject this 
arrowhead,arrowhead, because they operate on the summed profile. 

Analysiss of the rejected arrows (figure 2.20) show three sources of errors: 

•• Arrow is not conform model (42 %). In some images, see for example 
figurefigure 2.20.a, the arrowhead was lost due to unintelligible drawing or 
image-disturbances.. Other aspects of the model could also be violated. 
Forr example the pensize used for the drawing the shaft could be wrong. 
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•• Line detection (16%). In some images, bad segmentation caused loss of 
detail.. This sometimes resulted in poor line-detection. See figure 2.20.b. 

•• Occlusion (42 %). In Figure 2.20.C an arrow is presented, where too 

muchh of the arrowhead is lost due to occlusion. 

Figuree 2 20: Arrows beyond recognition, due to: (a) arrowhead that is not conform 
arrowheadarrowhead model, (b) Bad segmentation of the shaft line, (c) Occlusion of the arrow-
head. head. 

Thiss error-analysis demonstrates that the recognition of arrowheads forms 

thee bottleneck in arrow detection. 
Bothh the detector outfitted with the robust line fitter and the detector 

withh the Hough transform incorrectly reported one arrow (a false positive) on 
thee test set. Figure 2.21 shows this image. The detector using the template 
matchingg algorithm reported no false positives. Note that an arrowhead de-

Figuree 2.21: A false positive arrow, (a) shows the orginal image detail, (b) shows 
thethe detected shaft line, and the location and dimensions of the arrowheads detected by 
thethe robust line fitter. The Hough transform algorithm produces comparable results. 

tectingg algorithm can produce 10 % false positives means the arrow detector 
employingg the arrowhead detector will only produce 1 % false positives. Ar
rowheadd detection is an indepent process, so the probability of producing a 
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falsee positive is the square of the probability of a single false positive arrow
head. . 

2.5.22 Performance on synthetic images 

Testingg an algorithm on synthetic images is an important tool in evaluating 
detectors.. On the one hand, the limits of the model under detection can be 
studied,, while rotation, scale and translation invariance of the detector can be 
severelyy tested. 

Inn figure 2.22 an experiment is laved out. Two lines intersecting the arrow 
aree shifted along the arrow. We are interested in the accuracy of the detectors, 
inn these changing circumstances. 

Figuree 2.22: Example of generated images. A normal arrow is distured by a line 
throughthrough both arrowheads. In the experiment, the tine is shifted along the head. 

Inn figure 2.23. the performance in terms of accuracy of the arrow detector 
employingg the Hough-transform in the shift experiment is presented. 

Wee conducted two other experiments. One concerning the accuracy of the 
widthh detection, the concerning the rotational invariance of the arrow detector 
(figuree 2.24). 

Tablee 2.2 presents a comparison of the performance of the three arrowhead 
detectionn algorithms, for all three experiments. All detectors correctly identify 
thee arrows. The values in the columns denotes the average squared distance 
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Figuree 2.23: The accuracy of the width and height detection in relation to the shift of 
thethe intersecting line (a shift of 0 corresponds to the line touching the tip of the arrow-
head,head, a shift of 9 to the line intersecting the shaft). Both parameters are reasonably 
wellwell detected by all three arrowhead detection algorithms. The largest deviation in 
bothboth width and height are found when the position of the shift-line coincides with the 
startingstarting point of the arrowhead. On the whole, the Hough transform is the most stable 
detectordetector with small deviations. 
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Figuree 2.24: (A) In this experiment, the arrow is kept in place while the width of the 
arrowheadarrowhead is varied. (B) An arrow is presented at different orientations. 

detectortype detectortype 
Robust t 
Hough h 
Template e 

shift shift 
1.97 7 
1.29 9 
2.31 1 

rotate rotate 
0.9 9 
0.74 4 
0.8 8 

width width 
0.6 6 
0.55 5 
0.48 8 

Tablee 2.2: Results of the three methods of arrowhead detection compared on synthetic 
images.images. The performance is shown to be comparable. 

betweenn the ground truth and measured parameters width and height. In a 
formula: : 

mmsdsd = 1/-DJ 

Thee table shows that the accuracy is in general within one pixel. Only the 
shiftt experiment has a larger variation in the detection. This is explained by 
notingg that the detectors all have trouble locating the base of the arrowhead 
whenn the shift line coincides with the base of the arrowhead. 

2.5.33 Performance in a map interpretat io n sys tem 

Inn [20] the arrow detector (employing the robust line fitter for reasons of com
putationall efficiency) is compared with five other classifyers in a system for 
interpretingg utility maps. These other classifyers where developed within the 
contextt of the map interpretation system, and aimed solely at distinguising 
betweenn a narrow class of objects (pipes, houses, text and arrows) using a fea
turee vector containing information about the MAER (minimal enclosing area 
rectangle,, see [48]) and other attributes. It was shown that the arrow detector 
developedd in this chapter outperforms the other classifyers. Within the con
textt of the map interpretation system, 92.4% of the arrows where correctly 
classified,, the competing detecting performing between 66.7% and 90.9%. 
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Detectortype Detectortype 
Robust t 
Hough h 
Template e 

speed speed 
1 1 
5 5 
1000 0 

Tablee 2.3: Relative speed of the three arrowhead detection algorithms. 

2.5.44 Speed 

Inn table 2.3. the computational complexity of the different head detection 
algorithmss is presented. Note that, although the complexities of arrowhead 
detectionn algorithms are as computed, the actual computation for the Hough-
transformm approach and the template matching approach is highly dependent 
onn the parameters maximum head length and head width. The robust line 
fittingfitting approach only uses these parameters to verify an achieved result. The 
differencee in computation time between these three approaches is therefore 
dependentt on the size of the parameter space. 

2.5.55 Analys is 

Onn the basis of recognition performance, there is little to choose between the 
threee head detector algorithms. In the difficult circumstance of real utility 
mapp images, all three perform satisfactory. The template matching algorithm 
didd not produce false positives. 

Inn the synthetic images, none of the detector fail to recognize the arrows 
andd show satisfactory accuracy. In terms of accuracy, the Hough transform is 
preferablee above the other detectors, albeit slightly. 

Thee overlap in detection means that a majority vote approach (as some
timess used in character recognition [13]) does not significantly improve the 
overall performance, while being very costly in terms of computational effort, 
Inn majority voting, all three arrowhead detectors look for arrowheads, and an 
arrowheadd is considered detected when at least two of the detectors report the 
presencee of an arrowhead. 

Itt is remarkable that three different techniques for arrow-head detection 
producee such similar results. We conclude that the nature of the data permits 
noo improvement. The robust line fitter and the Hough transform both solely 
operatee on the outline of the arrowhead. The template matching algorithm 
operatess on the whole arrowhead. We conclude that the essential information 
onn the arrowhead is contained in its outline. 

Onee could conclude that our arrow model is too strict, However, relaxing 
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thiss model (by for example stating that an arrow is defined by a shaft line 
withh two 'blobs' at its end points) would increase the number of false positives 
considerably.. Also, the goal of the arrow detector was not only to recognize 
ann arrow, but also extract its dimensions from the drawing, and we succeeded 
inn rinding the after dimensions shaft position, height and width of the arrow
heads.. As a consequence, we believe we have reached the bot tom of straight 
forwardd model matching as the template matching, the Hough transform and 
thee robust line fitter all make the same mistakes. 

Combiningg the results on real images, synthetic images and computational 
complexityy we conclude that the robust line fitter is the best choise. 

2.66 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter, we have developed a scheme for arrow detection. In this 
scheme,, the detection of the shaft line is separated from arrowhead detec
tion.. This allows for different arrowhead detectors. Three different types of 
detectionn algorithms were implemented, and evaluated. 

Alll these algorithms perform satisfactory, on both real and synthetic im
ages.. They produce almost identical results to the degree that there is no 
expectedd gain in combining detectors in a voting scheme. We conclude that 
thee nature of the data permits no improvement. Because of its low computa
tionall complexity, the arrowhead detector based on robust line fitting is the 
bestt choice. 

Inn approximately 10 % of the cases the detector is not capable of classifying 
aa presented arrow correctly. This cannot be resolved by relaxing the model, 
whilee still being able to retrieve the arrow's dimensions. However, when using 
thee arrow detector in a complete drawing interpretation system, one could 
definee an 'arrow like' class of objects. These objects, shaft lines with two 
blobss of pixels at their end points, could be resolved to be an arrow (or not) 
byy the system using global image consistency rules. 

Thiss detector tackles a symbol (an arrow) that is a combination of symbols 
(aa shaft and two arrowheads). We demonstrated that the critical component 
inn detecting arrows lies in detecting arrowheads. A crucial factor in the success 
inn detection arrows, stems from first detecting the shaft (which is relatively 
easy)) and then using the estimated parameters to decrease the number of free 
parameterss in the arrowhead recognition. We recommend this approach in 
tacklingg compounded symbols. 
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Chapterr 3 

AA Line Tracker 

Interpretationn of line drawings is largely dependent on the quality of line recog
nition.. Because of its importance, considerable effort has been put in line 
recognition.. There are two main approaches to line recognition, line detection 
[14]] [20] [16] and line tracking [11] [18] [3]. 

Linee detection consist of operations such as segmentation, edge-detection 
andd clustering, in principle using little a priori information where to find the 
line.. The difficulty here is to assure connectivity in the detected line-segments, 
seee [8]. Line tracking is a sequential process starting from an a priori located 
pointt on the line. The difficulty here is reaching the end of the line. Line 
trackingg methods may use an adaptive model of the line transsection. When 
liness are of very poor quality, global-image segmentation and edge finding 
techniquess are very costly, ineffective and error-prone. See figure 3.1 for an 
example.. In such a case line trackers are the preferred method. \Yc aim at 
thesee low quality images. 

Figuree 3.1: (a) Example image, (b) Line point, detection optimized for low quality 
lines.lines. Note the large number of false detections. Guided search is required in this type 
ofof image. 

55 5 
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Inn [11] a line tracking algorithm based on transsection matching is de
scribed.. Consequetive cross-sections are matched against the model of the 
linee (2D or 3D). This model is updated after each step forward. The stepsize 
betweenn consequetive matches is small. The advantage of this method is the 
accuracyy of the estimated parameters. Very specific structures can be followed, 
forr example a 3D-ellips. A drawback of this transsection matching method is 
sensitivityy to noise and gaps in the line. [3] and [18] are other examples of 
linee trackers designed to be used with very small stepsizes and also suffer from 
lackk of robustness to gaps and noise. We aim at developing a line tracker that 
iss robust against noise and gaps. 

Thee example images in this paper show lines of very poor quality. Their 
transsectionss are not suited for high precision transsection matching, and many 
gapss in the lines as well as intersecting lines can be expected. Figure 3.2.a 
presentss a detail of utility map showing two lines. The thick black line repre
sentss a galley. The vague line represents the side of a road, and is drawn at the 
backk of the drawing*. The ink shines through the texture of the drawing and 
iss legible for humans with some effort. Figure 3.2.b presents the grey value 
landscapee of this image, making it clear that the vague line is very hard to 
detectt accurately. We call these lines drawn at the back side backlines. 

Figuree 3.2: (a) detail of a utility map with two lines, (b) the corresponding grey 
valuevalue landscape. Note that the right hand line is, in contrast to the left hand line, 
difficultdifficult to distinguish from noise. 

'Thiss seemingly strange habit of engineers drawing roads and houses on the back side 
iss for pragmatic reasons. Roads and houses are largely invariant through the years, while 
galleyss and other utility objects are often rerouted. Drawing the surroundings on the back 
sidee facilitate easy corrections of the objects on the front side of the map. 
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Inn this chapter a passive detector (a tracker) for backlines is developed. 
Sectionn 3.1 describes the line model and line point detection. In section 3.2 
thee enviroment in which the tracker could function is investigated. Section 
3.33 describes the tracker. In section 3.4 experiments are presented that illus
tratee the types of situations in which the tracker succeeds and fails. Section 
3.55 demonstrates the versatility of the tracker by presenting an algorithm for 
trackingg parallel lines by employing two line trackers. 

3.11 Line modelling and detection 

Thee model of the line consists of two parts, namely a model describing the 
geometryy of the line and the transsection; a model describing the way the line 
iss present in the grey value landscape. 

3.1.11 Shape modelling 

Linee tracking methods model lines differently than line detecting applications. 
Inn [5] curves are modelled as a series of arcs and vectors. Vectors and arcs can 
bee effectively detected and then clustered in complete line-descriptions. Hence, 
thatt representation is useful for line detection. For line tracking however, 
anotherr approach is needed. 

Describingg the line as a spline yields a robust and precise description of a 
line.. This is the reason most line tracking-applications aiming for a condensed 
descriptionn of the line use spline-descriptions, see for example [19]. [15] and 
[9].. a prominent alternative being a set of connected centre points ([3] and 
[18]). . 

AA B-spline is described by its set of control points {pb,])[.  • . p7J- Inter
polatingg a B-spline [13] is given by: 

LLkk(t)(t) = £>1iVU(*) , (3.i; 
22 = 0 

where e 

11 U < t < U+i 
[[ U otherwise 

Ni,m(t)Ni,m(t) = .t~U.Ni,m-1(t) + ' * + " + ! - * Nh,m^(t). (3.3) 
ll i+mi+m — ri ti+m+1 ~ ti+1 

Inn these equations m stands for the order of the spline, and k for the number 
off nodes. In our line-tracking method, a B-spline is used to describe the line. 
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3.1.22 Transsect ion model l ing &  detec t ion of l in e points 

Inn this section we describe a method to detect line points (the centre points 
off lines), based on a model of transsections. The method follows [17]. 

Inn figure 3.3.a, a grey-value landscape is presented, figure 3.3.b shows a 
modell of this landscape. This is modelled as a ID-parabolic transsection that 
iss swept along a curved line. Finding the line points is done in two steps. First, 

Figuree 3.3: a. Grey value landscape of a line. b. Model of a line. 

thee local direction of the line is estimated. Then, in the direction orthogonal 
too the line (with direction n(t)), the center of the line's transsection is searched 
for. . 

Figuree 3.3.b shows our parabolic model of the line's transsection. This is 
ann effective first-order approximation of the observed real world transsections. 

Thee parabolic transsection is defined with the equation: 

hh  (1 - (x/iv)2)), —w < x < w 
00 otherwise ƒ(*)) = (3.4) ) 

withh w being the width, and h the height of the line. 
Becausee lines are noisy, the derivatives are computed by a Gaussian 

smoothingg kernel. The size of the smoothing kernel must be tuned to the 
expectedd width of the lines to get an optimal response (a technique called 
edgee focussing). The optimal relation between the size of the Gaussian kernel 
andd the lines width is determined by [17]: 

w w 

Thee estimated ID-derivatives (with Gaussian smoothing) are: 

z(x,>a,w.,h)z(x,>a,w.,h) = (g<r*f)(x) 

(3.5) ) 

zz (x,a,w,h) = ig„*f)(x) 

s"(x,a,w,h)s"(x,a,w,h) = {g'a * f)(x). 

(3.6) ) 

(3.7) ) 

(3.8) ) 
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Itt is clear from these equations that z (x. a, •«?, h) = 0 <£> .r = 0 for all a, and 
zz ( J \ a, i/.?, /?.) will take on its maximum negative value at x = 0. It is therefore 
possiblee to determine the precise location of the line for all a. 

Thee local direction of the line can be estimated by looking at the second-
orderr s tructure of the image z(x(t),y(t)), with j  ̂ = 0 by definition. The 
directionn in which the second derivative of z{x, y) takes on its maximum abso
lutee value will be used as the direction n(t). This direction can be determined 
byy calculating the eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix 

H(*,y)=(H(*,y)=(  :lx Z-ry ) . (3.9) 

Thee direction n(t) is obtained by using the vector corresponding to the 
largestt absolute eigenvalue. 

3.22 The context of the line tracker 

Detectorss function in an environment. This can be for example a map inter
pretationn system or a performance testing environment. A passive detector 
likee a line tracker can function in many different environments. 

Inn map interpretation systems, designing the user interaction is crucial. In 
evaluatingg map interpretation systems, lately emphasis is placed on the edit 
costcost [2]. The edit cost is defined as the work an operator would have to perform 
too clean up the results of automatic vectorization. We concur with using the 
editt cost as a measure to evaluate interpretation systems as these systems will 
probablyy never be perfect and always require user interaction. Using the edit 
costt function will stimulate designing a system with the user in mind. 

Backliness are an example of a symbol that is too difficult to detect (near) 
perfectlyy and automatically. For this reason, a passive detector providing 
additionall information to aid the detection is developed. There are different 
possibilitiess for designing a passive backline detector. In figure 3.4 two of these 
possibilitiess are presented, a detector with input a point and a direction, and 
aa detector with as input two points. [6] and [10] develop line detectors based 
onn this latter approach. [10] employs dynamic programming, an attractive 
techniquee when the line finding can, as in this case, be reformulated as an 
optimizationn problem. Consider the use of the line tracker as an interactive 
tooll for an operator (see [12] for a description of interactive segmentation 
tools).. Given our line model, the detector will return a set of nodes describing a 
spline.. Edit operations will include inserting a node, moving a node, removing 
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(a) ) 
7 7 

• ^^ , 

(b) ) 

Figuree 3.4: Two possible designs of a passive backline detector. The dotted curve 
denotesdenotes the ground truth, (a) a point and a direction is defined and the detector will 
(until(until termination) follow the backline. (b) two points are defined, the detector will 
determinedetermine the backline that connects these points. 

aa (set of) node(s) and (re)starting the de t ec to r . Which passive detector is 
neededd in a particular system should be derived from optimizing the edit cost, 
whichh will be dependent on the quality of the image. Forcing the detector to 
findfind the optimal path between two points in a low quality image will often 
resultt in a number of (near) random decisions and thus requiring many edit 
operationss to clean up the result. In [6] this effect is demonstrated on medical 
images. . 

Givenn the quality of the image we decided on designing and implementing 
aa passive detector of the type presented in 3.4.a. The tracker aims to minimize 
thee number of false detections (thus no wrong nodes). This minimizes the edit 
cost,, for the tracker will stop when it gets confused. The operator will then 
bee able to manually insert a node and restart the tracker. 

3.33 The Line Tracker 

Inn figure 3.5 an overview is given of the basic steps of the tracking algorithm. 
Ass input to the tracking algorithm a point and a direction is needed. The 
da taa further consists of the grey value image, and parameters needed to steer 
thee extension process. These parameters are the maximally allowed curvature 
off the line cmax, the size of the steps between extensions d and the allowed 
gapsizee gmax

 a n d are taken from the knowledge file. 

Thee increment of the line description is done in two steps. First the set of 
possiblee extensions is determined. Then each extension is evaluated, in order 
too select the optimal extension. This method of finding extension points is 
preferredd over pixel by pixel extensions for two reasons. First, jumping along 
thee tracked line gives bet ter adaptive control on the curvature of the line. And 

^Notee that a detector is useful if the edit cost of its results is lower than manually inserting 
alll nodes 
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Figuree 3.5: Overview of the tracking algorithm, with its main parameters. Rounded 
boxesboxes denote processing steps, squared boxes denote data. 

secondly,, jumping along the line is more robust against small line-ruptures. 

3.3.11 Findin g extens ion point s 

Ass can be seen in figure 3.6.a, extending the spline and looking for line points 
orthogonall to the extension is too simple an approach. The size of the ex
tensionn is limited to the radius of the circle describing the maximum allowed 
curvaturee cmax. 

Inn figure 3.6.b our approach is presented. Here, the possible extension 
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pointss are sought on the circle with diameter d. between the intersections of 
thiss circle with the circles describing the maximum admissible curvature cmax. 

Usingg the points on this circle ensures the length of the new line-fragment is 
shorterr for strongly curved sections of the line. 

VV J & 

(0(0 1 
(A)) IB) 

Figuree 3.6: The maximally admissable curvature of the line is indicated by a with 
thethe circle with diameter p. (a) Seeking points orthogonal to the extension-direction 
severelyseverely restricts the stepsize. (b) Therefore, possible new line points are sought on 
thethe circle with diameter d. 

Thee extension of a spline is calculated by obtaining the derivative-vector 
(d(dvv)) of the spline at its endpoint. The initial extension is a vector of length 
d.d. Line points are detected in the circular subimage using the detection-
methodd described in section 3.1.2. The detection parameters (for example 
thee aperture) are tuned to the width of the line according to equation 3.5. 
Detectionn results in a set of line points 5 . see figure 3.7.b. Now. the list of 

Figuree 3.7: Definition of parameters, c denotes the centre of the extension area S. 
dd denotes the stepsize (and the diameter of the extension area). E denotes the area 
ofof potential extension points, p is the diameter of the circle delimiting the allowed 
curvature. curvature. 
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potentiall extension-points E is derived from 5 by defining 

EE = {v\v<=SA\A(v,c)-p\ <SP}. (3.10) 

withh A(v,c) the Euclidean distance between points v and c, and Sp the maxi
mumm distance between a detected line point and the circle line. These param
eterss are visualized in figure 3.7. When the extension lands in the middle of 
ann allowed gap. the algorithm should not halt. Therefore, Sp > gmax/2. We 
sett op = gmax/'2-

3 .3 .22 E v a l u a t i n g e x t e n s i on p o i n t s 

Now.. each point in E needs to be evaluated, in order to be able to select 
thee point that is the most likely extension of the line. Observe figure 3.8, to 
appreciatee the need for an evaluation algorithm of potential extension points. 

Figuree 3.8: (a) An evaluation based on evidence in the image is needed to distinguish 
betweenbetween line points pi and p2. (b) If only one extension point is available, it is not 
necessarilynecessarily part of the line. 

Thee evaluation is done by extending the spline Ln nodes with each point 
ee G E, and then checking the evidence in the image for the lines thus hy
pothesized.. This requires calculating the minimum squared distance between 
thee extended spline, and the detected line points. The evaluation function 
c(Lc(Lnn.S)..S). a discretization of the Minimum Squared Distance by interpolating 
thee spline Ln, is defined as: 

c(Lc(Lnn,, S) = J2 min A (L n ( n - -Y sf (3.11) 
i—l i—l 

withh A(.r.y) the Euclidean distance between points x and y. See for an ex
amplee figure 3.9. 
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> 2 2 

Figuree 3.9: The squared difference-function applied to an example. Figure (b) will 
produceproduce a (much) larger error than figure (a). 

Thee setting of this threshold can not be chosen freely but must be de
rivedd from the gapsize. Figure 3.10.a presents an extension and derives the 
Minimumm Squared Distance. In the worst case, a straight line and a gap of 
ggmaxmax,, the threshold on the Minimum Squared Distance can be derived as: 

QmaxQmax i £ '2 ST^y-max ST^y-max Settingg the threshold lower, will mean that a line with 

ann allowed gap might not be tracked properly. Setting the threshold higher, 

meanss that a gap larger than the allowed gap might be bridged. 

Figuree 3 10- The relationship between allowed gapsize and the Minimum Squared 
Distance,Distance, (a) the line is extended from p0 to Pl. (b) m the evaluation the minimum 
distancedistance from intermediate points and detected line points is measured, leading to 

c ==  1 + 4 + 9 + 16 + 25 + 36 + 25 + 16+9 + 4 + 1= 146. If the gap between segments I 
andand II is allowed, the threshold for the Minimum Squared Distance must at least equal 
146. 146. 
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3.3.33 Selecting an extension point 

Thee tracker selects the extension point with lowest Minimum Squared Dis
tance.. It wil halt if no extension point with Minimum Squared Distance lower 
thann the imposed threshold exists. The tracker does not perform a detailed 
branchh analysis. Selecting the extension with lowest Minimum Squared Dis
tancee can be near random when a backline splits in two. If the tracker is able 
too interact with the operator, the strategy of prompting the user to select a 
branchh (or track both branches) could be adopted. 

Afterr selecting the extension point, the parameters of the tracked line 
aree updated. So. the extension point is added to the spline, and the width 
parameterr of the spline is updated. 

3.3.44 Parameter  selection 

Ass demonstrated in this section, the parameters of the tracker are the max
imall allowed curvature pmax, the stepsize d and the allowed gapsize gmax-
Fromm these parameters and the model the algorithm is constructed without 
thee introduction of magic numbers. However, care is needed in selecting the 
appropriatee stepsize in relation to gmax, for the maximal allowed Minimum 
Squaredd Distance is derived from gmax. A small stepsize in -relation to gmax? 
willl make the algorithm very tolerant to disturbances and missing evidence 
forr the line and cause it to make near random decissions. We found that the 
stepsizee should be at least 2gmax to ensure stability of the algorithm. The 
settingg of gmax is. as the setting of pmax« application dependent. 

3.3.55 Computational complexity 

Thee computational complexity of the tracker is linear in the number of itera
tionss n (the number of extensions). In every iteration, the line point detection 
algorithmm is evoked on a subimage with size 4d2. [16] shows that the line 
pointt detection is linear in the area of the image. After line point detection, 
thee Minimum Squared Distance has to be evaluated for each potential exten
sionn point. The number of computations needed is determined by the number 
off potential extension points and the effort needed to evaluate an extension 
point. . 

Thee spline Ln is interpolated d times, with d the stepsize. For every 
interpolatedd point Ln(n — 1 + J), with 1 < i < d, the minimum distance to a 
pointt s € S needs to be determined. This is linear in the number of points in 
S.S. The maximum number of points in S is bound by the width wmax of the 
liness in the sub image. It is logical that the maximum number of line points 
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detectedd is -^-; the area of the image divided by 2w. This gives the worst 
casee cost of calculating the MSD as: 0(d3/w). 

Thee maximal number of potential extension points is derived accordingly, 
as:: 7rdgmax = 0(dgmax). The gives a total worst case order of computing the 
lowestt MSD of: 0(d4gmax/w). 

Thiss leads to a computational complexity oïO(ndAgmax/w) for the tracking 
algorithm.. Note that d is generally small, and we presented the worst case 
analysis.. In practice the tracking operates in real time irrespective of the size 
off the image. Only the subimages needed for processing are accessed. 

3.44 Experiments 

Priorr to the development of the detector a database of images (N = 150) 
containingg back lines was collected using a data collecting tool called Bessi 
[4].. This dataset was extracted from a batch of 25 utility-maps provided by 
PNEM.. The maps represented a cross-section of the available material. The 
collectionn of maps has a large variation in quality and contrast. 

Forr these images, the ground truth was established, and the dataset was 
separatedd into a test set and a training set. The parameter settings were (in 
pixelss where the maps were scanned at 400dpi) as follows: gmax = 8, d = 
20,pm.QJ;; = 10*. Experiments on the test set are detailed in this section. 

Figuree 3.11 shows a typical back line the detector is able to track succes-
fully.. The detected back line demonstrates the capability of the tracker to 
detectt curved lines of low image quality. Figure 3.12 shows in detail one 
extensionn of the line tracked in figure 3.11. The figure demonstrates the rela
tionshipp between the stepsize and the minimum squared distance (see section 
3.3.2,, equation 3.11). The larger the stepsize, the larger the minimum squared 
distancee for the approximation of the line the measurement of the minimum 
squaredd distance is based is increasingly less accurate. 

Figuree 3.13 presents the relationship between the stepsize and the accumu
latedd minimum squared distance along a line. A low accumulated minimum 
squaredd distance means that the detected line points are well described by 
thee spline. It is demonstrated that even for large stepsizes (up till 40 pixels) 
subpixell accuracy is achieved. 

Figuree 3.14 demonstrates the robustness of the linetracker in the difficult 
circumstancee of disturbances, touching objects and artifacts introduced by the 

gmaxgmax was set at 8 because this would allow the tracker to bridge intersecting galleylines 
att an angle > 7r/4. 
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(e)) (d) (c) 

Figuree 3.11: (a) input image with superimposed starting point and direction for the 
tracker,tracker, (b) shows the detected line, the circles shows the steps the tracker makes. 
AtAt the point of two touching circles, a line point is added to the spline describing the 
curve,curve, (c) shows a detail of the image, where the line curves sharply, (d) shows the 
sensitivitysensitivity of the tracker to the maximal allowed curvature (shown by the white circles) 
.. If the maximal allowed curvature was set smaller, the tracker would not have been 
ableable to make the bend. 

linee point detection. In the difficult image presented in figure 3.14, the tracker 
iss not sensitive to parameter settings. Sensitivity to parameter settings point 
too a lack of robustness and require a long learning phase to optimize parameter 
settings,, introducing domain dependency. 

Figuree 3.15 shows two other succesfully tracked lines in an image containing 
manyy disturbances. 

Thee situations in which the tracker fails can be characterized by: 

•• C l u t t e r . In very cluttered image parts not enough line points will be 
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Figuree 3.12: (a) detected line points (and associated width) of a detail of a utility 
map.map. Area I has a gap in the line point detection. With sufficiënt step size, the tracker 
isis able to track the line properly. Extension points associated with varying step sizes 
areare shown, along with the line hypothesis belonging to these extension points, (b) The 
relationshiprelationship between the minimal squared distance of extension points with varying step 
size.size. Larger step sizes show increasing minimal squared distance; for the hypothesis 
lineslines less accurately reflect the detected line points. The horizontal dotted lines show 
thethe threshold associated with values for the maximum allowed gap. For example, if 
thethe maximum allowed gap size is set at 12 pixels, the step size needed to track this 
lineline succesfully is at least 40 pixels. For stepsizes smaller than 20 pixels, the tracker 
failsfails to find an extension point. 

detectedd to support extension of the line. Figure 3.16.b presents an 
examplee of this failure situation. 

•• Over lap. The tracker is especially suited to track lines drawn on the 
backk side of the drawing. However, symbols drawn on the front side of 
thee map can obscure the back line for considerable length. The tracker 
willl then terminate. Figure 3.16.C presents an example of this failure 
situation. . 

•• D i v e r g e n c e . At a point where two lines diverge, choosing the locally 
strongestt continuation boils down to a near random decision. 

Thee test set included only one occurence where the tracker 'skips' lines due 
too divergence, thereby generating a false detection with high edit cost. Figure 
3.177 presents the detail of the backline on which the detector failed. 

Thesee failure-situations are inherent to tracking applications. How sensi
tivee the tracker is to clutter and overlap, depends largely on the quality of 
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Figuree 3.13: (a) Input image with the starting point for the tracker on the top left. 
(b)(b) The relationship between the stepsize and minimum squared distance. The graph 
showsshows the accumulated squared distance along the tracked line, and the largest squared 
distancedistance at one step. As can be expected, larger stepsizes introduce less accurate line 
approximationapproximation thereby producing a larger squared difference, (c) Relationship between 
thethe stepsize and the accuracy of the line description. Larger stepsize give a better 
representationrepresentation of the measured line points. The average distance between the line 
approximationapproximation and the measured line points is. for most of the stepsizes. less than 
oneone pixel. 

thee line point detection and the chosen gapsize. Enlarging the stepsize will 
makee the tracker more robust against gaps and small disturbances. However, 
ass shown in section 3.3.2, the evaluation of extension points assumes constant 
curvaturee in the extension area. This means the stepsize cannot be increased 
att will. In practice we have found, as a 'rule of thumb' , that a stepsize of 
aroundd thirty pixels works well. Section 3.3.2 shown that the allowed gapsize 
shouldd be derived from the stepsize. 

Thee experiments show the resulting spline to be an accurate and precise ap
proximationn of the detected line points. It was also shown that larger stepsizes 
resultt in less accurate splines. This trade-off between the number of control 
pointss and precision is expected. Several methods for insertion and deletion of 
controll points to increase the accuracy of a spline are known [1]. The tracker 
couldd be improved by, after termination, employing a method of control point 
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Figuree 3.14: (a) Input image with starting point for the linetracker and circles denot-
inging the minimum stepsize and maximum stepsize. (b) Detected line points, (c) All line 
pointspoints with minimum squared distance < 400 from the starting point of the tracker, 
upup till  a stepsize of 60 pixels. Although the image is disturbed and many artifacts and 
gapsgaps are introduced in the line point detection, the target line is still prominent in the 
minimumminimum squared distance-surface, (d) The selected extension points for increasing 
stepsizesstepsizes (from 10 to 60 pixels) connected by a line. It is clear that the tracker finds 
thethe target line, for every stepsize. 

insertionn to increase accuracy depending on the measured inaccuracy. 

Thee experiments in this section demonstrated that the tracker is robust 
againstt disturbances in the image, such as noise and artifacts produced by the 
linee point detection (figure 3.12 and figure 3.13). The tracker was also shown 
too be robust against changes in the parameter settings (figure 3.14). 
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(b) ) 

Figuree 3.15: (a) the input image, with two starting points I and II for the tracker, 
(b)(b) The two tracked lines. 

3.55 Application of the linetracker 

Inn this section a detector based on two line-trackers is described. The task at 
handd is to track two lines that are largely parallel. [7] presents a overview of 
methodss for detecting parallel lines. In contrast to other methods, which use 
detectedd line segments and arcs as features, our method is based on tracking. 

Thee lines need to be tracked until one of the lines is lost. In the previous 
section,, figure 3.17 presented an example of an image with parallel lines. Fig
uree 3.5 presents the pseudo-code of the algorithm of the parallel line tracker. 

Thee input of the parallel line-tracker consists of two points and a direction. 
Thesee parameters are sufficient to initialize both trackers, for the lines are 
presumedd parallel. 

Bothh lines B\ and B\ are extended with the stepsize. This results in two 
setss of possible new points for both lines. The algorithm needs to decide which 
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Figuree 3.16: Two exemplary tracking errors, (a) input image with superimposed 
startingstarting point in the top right and tracked line. The tracker terminates in detail 
(b).(b). (b) shows the detail where the tracker halts. This subimage contains a lot of 
clutter,clutter, and not enough evidence for the tracker. When the tracker starts at the 
secondsecond starting point (bottom left of (a)), it terminates in detail (c). In (c), the 
backback line disappeares behind a galley and reemerges to late for the tracker to pick up. 
(d)(d) presents the detected line points, optimized for low quality lines. Note the large 
numbernumber of detections induced by the texture. 

pointt pair will be selected to extend the lines, see figure 3.19. This decision is 
basedd on two factors, namely the quality of the hypotheses and the consistency 
inn parallelism of the two lines. 

Thee quality of the hypotheses of a potential extension point is described 
inn the previous section. The consistency in parallelism is measured using the 
first-derivativee vectors of both spline-descriptions between the last three nodes 
inn the following way: 

2d 2d 

P(BlP(Bl Bl) = £ | Bl{n - 2 + i/el)1 - B2
n(n - 2 + i/d)' \\ (3.12) 
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Figuree 3.17: The tracker, starting out on the right side of the image, skips lines. 
ThisThis is due to the fact that at junction points the tracker chooses the locally strongest 
continuationcontinuation of the line. 

proceduree ParallelTracker (Point PI , Point P2, Vector Dir, Float Stepsize) 

initialize(L,Pl,Dir).. initialize(R.P2.Dir) 
do o 

Leftt <— get_extensions(L,Stepsize) 
Rightt <— get_extensions(R.Stepsize) 

Minn <— co 
forr Le £ Left 

forr Ri G Right 
Thiss <- eval(L+Le.R+Ri) 
i ff This < Min 

LeMinn <- Le 
RiMinn <- Ri 
Minn <- This 

endif f 
iff Min ^ oo 

extendd (L,LeMin) 
extendd (R,RiMin) 
adjustt _endpoints(L.R) 

endif f 
whilee Left ^ EMPTY .AND. Right ^ EMPTY 

re tu rnn L,R 

Figuree 3.18: Pseudo-code of the parallel line tracker 

Notee that we only need the last three nodes of the spline-descriptions as 
wee use cubic splines. 

Combiningg these factors is done by selecting the two potential line points 
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extensionn of backline 

Figuree 3.19: Extending the B-spline and locating valid backline-points can produce 
severalseveral hypothesis. Using constraints provided by the galley, the correct point is found. 

off both lines maximizing the following equation: 

maxx 9ap{P{Bl + ei, B2
n + e2)) • 9aMBl + ei, Si)) • 9<rMBl + e2, 52)). 

(3.13) ) 
Inn this equation, Ln + e denotes an extension of spline L„ with point e and 
(^(.r)) is the Gaussian with standard deviation a. There are several ways 
too combine the terms in equation 3.13. Multiplication was chosen (instead 
off summation), after experiments demonstrated that it was best capable of 
tradingg off the quality of the line-detection, and the consistency in parallelism. 

Liness are required to be parallel, but not straight, observe figure 3.20.a. 
Whenn on both lines the same stepsize is used, the detected points will not 
remainn opposite. Figure 3.20.b shows a solution. Prior to every extension, 
thee normal of the spline at the end-point is intersected with the (straight) 
extensionn of the opposing spline. This produces an intersecting point. The 
distancee between the endpoint and the intersection point is subtracted from 
thee previous extension of the inner-spline. 

Thee stop condition is reached when one of the lines cannot be extended 
further.. Additional stop criteria can be envisioned. For example an upper 
boundd can be enforced on the divergence of the lines. In the current algorithm, 
parallelismm is only used as a selection-criterium when multiple extensions are 
available. . 
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Figuree 3.20: (a). When tracking two curved, parallel lines, a uniform stepsize will 
causecause the tracking to divert, (b) Calculating the stepsize needed on the 'inside track', 
(c)(c) An example of adjusting the stepsize. The white circles denote adjusted extension 
pointspoints on the inside track 

3 . 5 . 11 E x p e r i m e n t s 

Wee did experiments to test the validity of our approach. Experiments show the 
algorithmm succeeds in finding the set of parallel lines except for very specific 
circumstances. . 

Inn figure 3.21 we present two of the tested situations. Here we track two 
differentt lines. One line is drawn on the backside of the paper. The other 
iss a thick line drawn on the front. In figure 3.21.a a difficult but succesfully 
trackedd situation is shown. Here.the image is of very poor quality due to 
paperr rupture. Line detection is also hampered by an intersecting object. 
Thee tracker is, however, still able to detect the line. 

Inn figure 3.22 two experiments are shown where parallel back lines are 
trackedd succesfully. 

3.66 Conclusions 

AA line tracking algorithm was presented. The line tracker is based on extending 
aa line with a given stepsize, and then search for evidence for the extension. 
Thee line tracker is designed such that is robust against line ruptures, and can 
accuratelyy control the maximal allowed curvature of the tracked line. The line 
wass modelled using a B-spline, the parameters of the algorithm are expressed 
inn terms of the model. The parameters of the line tracker are the stepsize, 
allowedd gapsize and maximal curvature. 

Thee algorithm is capable of detecting low quality lines given little a priori 
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(a)) (b) (c) 

Figuree 3.21: (a) Input image, (b) Detail of a low quality image part, (c) The 
backlinebackline and galley are succesfully tracked using parallelism. Parameters were set at 
d=d= 20.CT„ = ac =0.4 

knowledge,, without introducing a host of magic numbers that would make the 
detectorr domain specific and unrobust. The detector was tested on a large 
samplee of real world images and its breaking points where demonstrated and 
explained.. We conclude that this detector meets the demands posed in chapter 
1. . 

Thee tracker has clear advantages over other line detection methods. For 
example,, the tracker utilizes the line detection method proposed by [17]. In 
contrastt to that method, based on detecting line points and linking adjacent 
linee points into line segments, our method is able to deal with ruptures and 
otherr disturbances. 

Thee experiments show the resulting spline to be an accurate and precise ap
proximationn of the detected line points. It was also shown that larger stepsizes 
resultt in less accurate splines. This trade-off between the number of control 
pointss and precision is expected. Several methods for insertion and deletion of 
controll points to increase the accuracy of a spline are known [1]. The tracker 
couldd be improved by, after termination, employing a method of control point 
insertionn to increase accuracy depending on the measured inaccuracy. 

AA strong point of the tracking algorithm is its flexibility. This flexibility 
wass demonstrated in an example, where two line-trackers were combined to 
formm a parallel line-tracker. 
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(a) ) (b) ) 

(d) ) 

Figuree 3.22: Two examples of tracked parallel Unes from a given starting point pair 
andand direction. Parameters were set at d = 20, ap = ac = 0.4. 
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Chapterr 4 

Groupingg Lines by Fi t t ing 
Splines s 

Extractingg straight and curved lines from an image is an important and well 
researchedd topic in computer vision. The main group of approaches adopt a 
two-stepp method. First edgels are extracted from the image data with conven
tionall edge-detectors like [7] or [6]. The original information (the image) is not 
usedd from then on. The edgels. using orientation and curvature information, 
aree grouped or clustered into curves and straight lines. 

Clusteringg and grouping deliver the higher order structure of an image, 
fromm information provided by low-level image detectors. Clustering and group
ingg are related, but different operations. The grouping process can be de
scribedd in an incremental manner: first two elements (for example line seg
ments)) are grouped, a third one is added, and so on until convergence is 
reached.. Clustering [14] differs from grouping in that it is concerned with 
inherentlyy global properties, like symmetry, separation into point clouds [34]. 

Inn this paper we concentrate on a grouping algorithm. This grouping 
methodd is applied to detecting curvilinear structures with a defined width, 
basedd on evaluating hypotheses against the input image. 

Severall grouping methods have been proposed. The saliency network pro
posedd by Sha'ashua[33] is a well known approach. A function evaluates the 
saliencyy of a curve into a saliency map of the image for all pixels proportional 
too the score of the most salient curve emanating from the pixel. The most 
salientt curve in the image can be found by tracing the curve starting from the 
mostt salient pixel. Alter [1] shows that this method has problems in main
tainingg scale and rotation invariance. and that the method also suffers from 
digitizingg problems. Also, in grouping applications the method has difficulties 

81 1 
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inn extracting other curves than the most salient. Other methods do not take 
edgelss but straight line-segments as a starting point for grouping data into 
straightt lines or curves [12], [28], [13]. These methods do a search to find 
thee image structures optimizing the criteria. Another example is [19] for con
structingg a grouping hierarchy for straight lines from short line segments in 
thee image. Xes [29] improved the technique of searching, using efficient data 
s tructuress and heuristics. Lack of robustness in these methods is caused by 
informationn loss; artifacts or errors in measurements introduced in detecting 
primitivess are propagated (or even exaggerated) in the grouping stage. 

AA well-known curve grouping algorithm is presented by Parent [30]. based 
onn curve detection by iterative relaxation labelling with local kernels to esti
matee tangent and curvature. Methods to extract curves directly from an image 
aree proposed by Liete [23] and Kalitzin [22]. These methods have problems 
withh intersecting lines: they are not able to deliver large curvilinear structures 
tha tt are intersected by other structures. August [4] describes a curvature based 
filterr to enhance -contours in images. The method works well with curves of 
constantt curvature, for which is designed. As with Leite and Kalitzin. a diffi
cultt post-filtering step would be required to obtain a model based description 
off the image as a set of curves. 

Detectingg curves in images is also done by tracking. This technique is 
especiallyy suited for low quality images. The main advantages of tracking are 
thee presence of an initial estimate of the curve's location and the ability to 
adap tt the line model locally. Examples of these methods are presented by Maio 
[24]] and Jonk [21]. When both the start ing point and end point of a curve are 
known,, dynamic programming techniques can be employed as demonstrated 
byy Merlet [26] [27] and Gerbrands [17]. Without a priori knowledge of the 
locationn of curvilinear structures, as is the goal in this paper, these methods 
cann not be employed. 

Too find curvilinear structures, we first detect straight line segments to 
transformm the problem of curve detection into a grouping problem of a limited 
sett of primitives. A grouping cue is defined that guides the grouping. The 
groupingg cue is based on evaluating an hypothesized B-spline curve against the 
originall input image. While no single step is particularly novel we arrive at an 
approach,, called Hierarchical Grouping (HG), that is robust, scale invariant, 
modell based and can be computed in reasonable time. 

Thee result of the grouping algorithm is a grouping hierarchy. The grouping 
hierarchyy gives a priority on which primitives are combined into larger ones. 
Att the top of the hierarchy are the primitives which hold the highest likelihood 
off originating from one underlying curvilinear structure. At the bot tom of the 
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hierarchyy are primitives which have a low likelihood of originating from the one 
underlyingg curvilinear structure. In section 4.5 a comparison is made between 
HGG and a generic clustering algorithm [3]. 

4.11 Grouping 

Groupingg is the task of finding higher order structures in an image based on 
primitivess extracted from the image. We put forward that it is necessary to 
vieww the grouping process as a hierarchical process. We do not assume that 
theree is a unique grouping associated with each image regardless its domain. A 
groupingg procedure therefore cannot give as a result, which primitives should, 
andd which ones should not be grouped. It should however answer the question 
whichh groupings have priority over others. If necessary in the context of a 
specificc application domain, a threshold can be operated to yield a grouping. 
Seee for example figure 4.1. It is not clear, a priori, whether the three segments 
inn the image are on one. underlying, curvilinear structure. A grouping method 
howeverr should be able to give a priority on all possible groupings. In 

(A)) (B) " 

Figuree 4.1: Three line-stgments 

figurefigure 4.1 it should conclude that line segments a and b (in this example 
straightt line segments are the primitives) have a high priority of grouping, 
whilee grouping all three line segments receive a lower priority. These priorities 
shouldd be assigned a grouping value by a grouping cue., so that depending 
onn the image and application, an actual grouping of line segments could be 
obtained.. In defining the grouping cue. an understanding of the application 
domainn is necessary. 

Wee define a grouping hierarchy # as a priority on the grouping of a set 
VV of H primitives. These primitives, denoted as .<*,. with 0 < / < n. can be 
straightt line segments, arcs, line points or other (combinations of) objects. 

Eachh level a in the grouping hierarchy is a set of grouped primitives. With 
CfCf a group of primitives at level a. W = {Cf. C2

a. • • •, C£rt }, with Cf C V. 
Att the top of the grouping hierarchy * ° , Cf = st, with 0 < i < n. The 
groupingg hierarchy we define is causal in the sense that primitives grouped at 
aa high level o in the grouping hierarchy, remain grouped at lower levels in the 
hierarchy.. Causality also means that each original primitive must be part of 
exactlyy one grouped set at every level in the grouping-hierarchy: (|J,- C,n. Vo) = 
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VV and Cf HCf -- iff i ^ j . Whether the causality assumption is valid. 
dependss on the domain the grouping method is applied to (see figure 4.2). 

Figuree 4.3 illustrate the definitions of the grouping hierarchy. 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

-ff  + -K+; 
+ + 
+ + 

+++ +++ 

Figuree 4.2: Causality states that every object is part of only one grouping. This is not 
validvalid for every domain. The cross in the hashed circle is part of both lines of crosses 
withinwithin the dotted ellipses. In contrast, causality is valid in the domain of curvilinear 
structures. structures. 
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Figuree 4.3: Definitions of the grouping hierarchy. 

Thee grouping cue returns a value, the grouping value, on a set of primitives 
representingg how well these primitives form one group. A priori, we pose a 
numberr of demands on the grouping cue also advocated by Puzicha in an 
axiomatizationn of cost functions for clustering [18]. The grouping cue, in the 
domainn of line drawing interpretation, must be: 

•• Scale, ro ta t i o n and t ranslat ion invar iant . 
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•• Robus t. An important characteristic of a grouping cue is its robustness 
againstt disturbances in the image. Small changes in the image and in 
primitivess describing the image should not result in large differences in 
thee grouping value. For example when finding lines in the image, the 
groupingg cue should be robust against line ruptures, touching objects, 
intersectingg objects and (random) noise. 

•• M o d el based. The grouping cue should explicitly aim at reconstructing 
thee image model. Therefore, the model should be made explicit and the 
groupingg cue should be based on that model so that the grouping cue 
aimss at linking the image to the image model. 

Inn this paper, the generic grouping algorithm is applied to finding curvi
linearr line structures of constant width although this poses no fundamental 
limitationn to the grouping method. We aim at finding line structures with 
constantt width, because the width of a line has a semantic interpretation in 
linee drawings. Straight line segments are used as primitives. But again other 
primitivess could have been used. We present a grouping cue that returns how 
welll a set of straight line segments can be replaced by a single curvilinear 
structure. . 

Figuree 4.4 presents an overview of the grouping algorithm. 

Figuree 4.4: Overview of the grouping algorithm. The process to select the optimal 
groupinggrouping from a set of potential groupings uses the grouping cue. 

4.22 Grouping applied to curvilinear structures 

Inn this section, the grouping method is applied to detecting curvilinear struc
tures.. First, the line model is discussed. Then, the grouping cue is described. 
Thee grouping cue is calculated by first calculating a virtual line through a set 
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off primitives, and then calculating the evidence that this line is indeed visible 
inn the image. Finally, an algorithm is presented to construct the grouping 
hierarchyy based on the developed grouping cue. 

4.2.11 Line model 

Thee curvilinear structures in the image are modelled by a set of B-splines [31] 

eachh with fixed, possibly different width. A B-spline. described by its set of 

controll nodes {po-pi- • • • . ; 4 } - is given by[31]: 

LLkk(t)(t) =YtpiXLw(t). (4.i; 

;=o o 

where e 

A ' - ° - \\ 0 other wise ^ 

Xunit)Xunit) =  - ^ V - Y _ - , ( f ) + fi+m+l -f XUH-M). (4.3) 
<?? + m ~~ ' j ' ti + m + 1 — Ti+\ 

Inn these equations m s tands for the order of the spline, and k for the number 

off nodes. /?? is set at 2. 

Consideringg the application of the grouping method, detecting curvilinear 
s tructuress with a fixed width, the choice of grouping primitives is limited to 
(straightt or curved) line segments with a defined width. Points or zero width 
linee segments are not usable. 

Wee selected straight line segments as primitives. Line segments are derived 
byy the line detection algorithm described in [35]. The algorithm delivers a set 
off connected pixels at the center of the line extended with information on the 
linee width. Using the Piecewise Linear Approximation-algorithm [11], the set 
off connected center pixels are approximated by a set of straight line segments. 

Figuree 4.5 demonstrates the Piecewise Linear Approximation Algorithm. 
AA set L of n connected pixels L = {po-pi.-  -Pn} is first approximated by 
aa straight line between the begin and the end point. At the point with the 
largestt distance to the straight line, an intermediate point is inserted when the 
distancee exceeds a preset threshold a. This process is repeated recursively for 
bo thh parts of the curve, until the complete curve is approximated by straight 
linee segments. The line fjj  between two points p,- = (.Vi.y,) and pj = {.rj,yj) 
iss described by: 

fijfij  = — -r + yi - .Ï 'Ï— • I4-4) 
XiXi - Xi Xi - X, 
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Figuree 4.5: The piecewise linear approximation algorithm. In three steps, the curve 
isis approximated by a set of straight lines. 

proceduree PWLA-r (Set L, Integer i, Integer J) 

kk «- argmax.i<fc<J A(fij,pk) 

i ff A ( / y , p f t ) < ( j 
PWLA-rr (L,i,k) 
Outputt <— Pk 
PWLA-rr (L.k.j) 

endif f 

r e t u rn n 

proceduree PWLA (Set L, Integer n) 

outputt <— po 
PWLAA (L.O.n) 
OUtpUtt <r-  pn 

r e t u r n n 

Figuree 4.6: Pseudo-code of the Piecewise linear approximation algorithm 

Thee recursive procedure to approximate a set of pixels, with A(/,;J,j9/,.) the 
Euclideann distance between a point and a line, is presented in figure 4.2.1. 
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4.2.22 Th e grouping cue 

Thee grouping cue is calculated by first calculating a virtual line through a set 
off primitives, and then evaluating this virtual line against the image data. The 
definitionn of the grouping cue is explicitly based on our defined task; finding 
continuouss curvilinear structures with a defined (and constant) width in an 
image. . 

Th ee virtua l line 

Thee virtual line is constructed by defining' a B-spline with the begin point, 
centerr point and end point of the line segments as the spline's control nodes. 
Otherr choices of control points can be made, but in practice this selection 
workss well. The width of the spline is set at the weighted average of the width 
off the line segments. The weight being the length of a line segment. This 
approximationn by a spline is in accordance with the line model. 

Wee define a transformation <3? that works on a set of line segments 
{go,9i~{go,9i~ •• • ,9m} with m > 1, and produces a spline B: 

B=$({go,gi,---,gB=$({go,gi,---,gmm}).}).  (4.5) 

Eachh line segment contributes three control-nodes, so k = 3m — 1. 
Ass a matter of notation, B\ denotes the part of the spline between numbers 

ii  and j (see figure 4.7). 

B(j) ) 

B(0)) — 

Figuree 4.7: Definitions of spline notation. 

Determiningg the spline through a set of line segments is a grouping problem 
onn its own. Through a set of n line segments, many different splines can be 
hypothesized*,, see the examples in figure 4.8. Many different optimization 
criteriaa can be employed. We chose, as illustrated in figure 4.8, minimal length 

"Somee basic combinatorics learns that the number of possible splines through n line 
segmentss is 2n~1n\. 

• • 
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(A) ) (B) ) (C) ) (D) ) 

Figuree 4.8: Given a set of line segments, many different splines can be hypothesized. 
InIn (a) three input line segments are drawn, (b)-(d) shown several of the possible 
splines.splines. The spline in (b) is the logical choice, as it has minimal length. 

off the spline as the optimization criterium. Given the domain, where large gaps 
betweenn line segments are not common as continuous curvilinear structures are 
detected,, the minimal length criterium works well. For other domains, other 
optimizationn criteria such as curvature and curvature change can be feasible. 

Determiningg the spline of minimal length is identical to the graph-theoretical 
problemm of finding the shortest walk in a weighted graph covering all vertices. 
Thiss problem is known to be NP-complete [5]. To avoid this combinatorial ex
plosion,, we implemented a heuristic to select a good spline based on a greedy 
algorithm,, detailed in appendix 4.7. This greedy algorithm has a computa
tionall complexity of 0(n 2 ) , with n the number of line segments and returns 
inn all but pathological instances the optimal spline. 

Thee grouping value 

Considerr figure 4.9, where the grouping cue operates on an identical set of 
primitivess that were extracted from different images. The grouping cue should, 
accordingly,, yield different results. Therefore, the spline B is evaluated 
againstt the image z. The image : is a binarization of the grey value input 
imagee [32]. 

Thee evaluation of B is done by computing the percentual match between 
thee spline and the image. We define a binary image ƒ (x, y), and a function 0 
thatt transforms a spline in such a binary image. So 0 is the algorithm that 
performs: : 

"" 1 5(x, y. B) < w(B) 
f(x,y)f(x,y) = 

00 else 
(4.6) ) 

wheree w(B) is the width of spline B. and S(x, y. B) is the Euclidean distance 
betweenn spline B and the point (x,y). Recall that B = &{{go, gi,  ,</»}). 
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X X 
(a) ) 

/ / 

/ / 
(c) ) 

(b) ) 

(d) ) 

Figuree 4.9: (a) Binary mage, (b) Three straight line segments describing (a), (c) 
BinaryBinary image, (d) Two straight line segments describing (c). Line segments 1 and 2 
areare identical to the line segments 4 and 5. There is however a difference: in image 
(a)(a) line segments 1 and 2 are connected by pixels. As there is no gap between 1 and 
2.2. the grouping cue on line segments 1 and 2 must yield a higher result the grouping 
cuecue on line segments 4 and 5. 

withh <£> the algorithm from figure 4.7. Next we defi 

\e(Bi)nz\ \e(Bi)nz\ 

lie: lie: 

K(B K(B JJ ^ 

MB? MB? 
(4.7; ; 

withh 0 < K(BJ
j,z) < 1 and \z\ denotes the area of the foreground set. Bj is. 

ass before, the part of the spline between control nodes i and j . This makes 
f(x,y)f(x,y) the observation model, and K the distance between the model and 
thee image data as the percentage of foreground pixels it explains. See figure 
4.10.a. . 

Thee distance measure could also be defined as the integral distance between 
thee model the image data . This method is useful when no overlap can be 
measured,, for example when working with lines of zero width. Computing 
thee overlap is preferable, for we are explicitly aiming at explaining foreground 
pixels.. While this method may seem time consuming, in section 4.4 an analysis 
off the computational complexity shows this not to be the case. 

Definingg a grouping cue seeks a balance between greediness and robustness. 
Comput ingg the overlap between the complete spline BQ and the image will lead 
too a greedy grouping cue, where large splines can absorb short line segments 
andd easily bridge gaps. See figure 4.11. Therefore, the evaluation of the 
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Groundd truth 

Hypothesis s 

Figuree 4.10: Computing the distance between two lines of non-zero width. The 
horizontalhorizontal line represents the hypothesis and the other the ground truth. The hatched 
areaarea is the area left unexplained by the hypothesis. 

Figuree 4.11: When the grouping cue is not designed carefully, long linear structures 
cancan becom,e greedy, (a) The input image with two lines, a thick line and a thin line, 
(b)(b) Shows the detected line segments, and in (c) an the effect of a greedy grouping 
processprocess is shown, where the thin short line is absorbed by the long thick line. 

splinee is defined as a combination of sub-evaluations of the parts of the spline 
correspondingg to the line segments and gaps hypothesizing the spline. See 
figurefigure 4.12. 

Thesee sub-evaluations need to be combined into one evaluation. The 
groupingg cue is defined as: 

è(B.è(B. z) = nn G(K(B'I 3(t+l) ) 
33 f ' ).a))G(K(Bl).a))G(K(Blm+2m+2 ^ '3m '3m (4.8) ) 

wheree G(x, a), is the Gaussian with mean 1.0, and standard deviation a, where 
aa is sufficiently large so that G(x, a) < 1 for all x. 

Thiss grouping cue meets the demands posed in 4.1. The balance between 
minimall greediness and maximal robustness is accounted for by the use of 
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Figuree 4.12: (a) Three line segments, the small circles denote the begin point, mid 
pointpoint and end point of the line segments, (b) a B-spline with control nodes the circles 
fromfrom (a), (c) Five spline parts corresponding to the line segments and gaps, (d) 
EvaluationEvaluation of the spline against the image data is based on the parts of the spline 
correspondingcorresponding to the line segments and adjoining gaps. The final line segment does 
notnot have a adjoining gap. 

sub-evaluationss limiting greediness and allowing for robustness. Robustness 
againstt small disturbances in the image is guaranteed for the evaluation is 
basedd on the percentual match of the spline against the image data. Only 
largee deviations in the image will affect this percentual match significantly. 
Basingg the evaluation on a percentual match also means the grouping cue is 
scalee invariant. Rotation invariance is only limited by discretisation effects. 
Also,, the grouping cue reconstructs a B-spline with constant width from the 
sett of line segments and is therefore model based. The grouping cue has the 
desirablee property that gaps are more easily bridged when the adjoining line 
segmentss are longer. Refer to figure 4.13. 
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Figuree 4.13: When evaluation of the gap is part of the evaluation of the leading line 
segment,segment, the segments in (a) are less likely to be grouped than the segments in (b). 
ThisThis concurs with human perception. In the same manner, gaps between thick line 
segmentssegments (c) are more easily bridged than gaps of the same size between thinner line 
segmentssegments (d). 

4 .2 .33 C o n s t r u c t i n g t h e g r o u p i n g h i e r a r c h y 

Usingg the grouping cue <f>,  the grouping hierarchy can be constructed in an 
iterativee procedure. In each iteration a set of nodes with maximal grouping 
valuee is grouped into a new node. This new node is the next grouping in the 
grouping-hierarchy.. We define: 

TTmm = arg max é(primitives(T). z). (4.9) 

withh #T > 1. and primitives(T) the primitives g, e Cj. with C) G T. Now, 
thee next level in the grouping hierarchy is defined as: 

r + 11 = ( f \{f ,eTm})ur , , (4.io) 

Soo the set of nodes Tm is removed from ^a. and a new node consisting 
off all primitives from Tm is added to construct * a + 1 . This is repeated until 
onlyy one node is left (all primitives are grouped). Convergence is guaranteed, 
ass the number of nodes in T is at least 2. leading to a maximum number of 
iterationss of n — 1. 

AA grouping algorithm is only valuable if its computational complexity is 
manageable.. It is difficult to formulate a grouping algorithm that is scalable. 
Forr example Fischer [16] proposes a pairwise clustering method applicable to 
findingfinding contours that delivers promising results, but suffers from hard combi
natoriall optimization problems. 

Equationn 4.9 indicates a combinatorial explosion rendering the grouping 
algorithmm unscalable. To compute Tm, all subsets of ^a need to be pro-
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cessed.. With A- elements in $a, this amounts to a computational complexity 
off ^2iZ-2 u)> which is unmanageable for larger k. 

Forr this reason, we pose a restriction on ct> that simplifies the procedure 
too pairwise grouping. We demand that for every set T, there exists a subset 
TTss C T with #TS = 2 and è(Ts) > <p{T). If this property holds for <j>,  the 
constructionn of the grouping hierarchy simplifies to pairwise grouping, for Tm 

willl always be a pair of sets. At every level in the grouping hierarchy, only 
thee grouping value of the pairs of sets in $° will need to be computed. This 
leadss to a computational complexity of 0((n - k)2) at level ^k of the grouping 
hierarchyy on n primitives. A detailed analysis of the computational complexity 
iss given in section 4.4. 

Thee pair restriction is implemented in the grouping cue o as defined in 
equationn 4.8. Because the grouping cue is defined as a product of sube-
valuationss with each subevaluation assigned a value between 0 and 1. each 
subevaluationn lowers the grouping value. Therefore, constructing the group
ingg hierarchy using o can be implemented by pairwise grouping while still 
beingg guaranteed optimal. Figure 4.14 depicts the successive operations in 
constructingg the grouping hierarchy by pairwise grouping. 

Grouping g 

hierarchy y 

\\ ITERATE 

Figuree 4.14: Steps in constructing the grouping hierarchy. 

Att the start of the algorithm, a matrix M is initialized. After initializa
tion,, the matrix contains the grouping value of all pairs of primitives. During 
operation,, the matrix contains the grouping value of every pair of grouped sets 
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off primitives ty? and * J (•/ / j): 

MMaa(i.j)(i.j)  = o ( ^ U ^ ) . (4.11) 

Inn every iteration t, the pair of (sets of) primitives {C/ .Cj} with highest 
groupingg value Af 'f / . j ) is selected. Then, a new matrix _U'+1 is computed. 
Forr this matrix Mt+l . most grouping values from M( can be retained. Only the 
pairingg from newly formed set {Cj UCj} with other sets need to be computed. 

Inn figure 4.15, an example of an iteration in the construction of the grouping 
hierarchyy is presented. 

4.2.44 Th e appropr iat e hierarchy level 

Althoughh it was argued that a grouping process must return a grouping hier
archyy as its result, often a specific grouping is required by applications. Every 
levell in the grouping hierarchy represents such a grouping, and the question 
thenn rephrases to: which level should be selected? 

AA manually selected threshold is not desirable, for this introduces lack of 
robustness:: parameters of the grouping cue will have a large effect on the 
presentedd curvilinear structures. 

Itt would be advantageous to have a method of automatic level selection. 
Heree we encounter a contradiction, because it was previously argued that a 
uniquee optimal grouping and hence an optimal level can not be determined. 
Itt is. however, possible to give a reasonable stable and predictable heuristic 
forr automatic feature selection. 

Observee figure 4.16, where the grouping hierarchy is constructed using 
OmrootOmroot with two different values for a. Although the levels in which nodes are 
groupedd differ in the two presented hierarchies, the structure of the grouping 
hierarchiess does not. As can be seen, the difference in grouping value between 
thee initial groupings of connected linear structures, and the groupings with 
linee segments separated by a significant gap. is large in both trees. This can 
bee used by defining: 

7 nn = nïaxci(Cf) , (4.12) 
z=00 ' 

assigningg to ->a the largest grouping value of the nodes in a specific level of 
thee grouping hierachie. The heuristic employed in finding the appropriate 
hierarchyy level is now defined as: 

",", opt = arg max - , - - , , _ i, (4.13) 
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Figuree 4.15: An iteration in the construction of the grouping hierarchy. The pair of 
primitivesprimitives A and B has highest grouping value, so they are selected. All entries in the 
listlist of grouping values containing A or B are deleted, and new entries are computed. 

withh I the number of nodes in the grouping hierarchy. So, intuitively, the 
optimall level j o p t in the grouping hierarchy is defined as the level where the 
largestt effort has to be put in further grouping the tree. 
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Figuree 4.16: Two grouping trees associated with a simple sample image. The tree in 
(a)(a) was constructed with a = 0.3. The tree in (b) was constructed with a = 0.4. In 
bothboth trees the order in grouping is the same. At the top of the hierarchy, continuous 
curvilinearcurvilinear structures are grouped (parts I). At, the intermediate levels, gaps between 
structuresstructures are bridged (parts II) and at the bottom of the trees, unrelated structures are 
groupedgrouped (parts III).  This presents the rational of automatically selecting a threshold in 
thethe grouping tree. The gaps in grouping value between grouping values for unrelated 
curvilinearcurvilinear structures and grouping values for line segments from the same structure 
willwill  always be large, (c) Shows four different levels of the grouping hierarchy, the third 
levellevel is the automatically selected level for both values of a. 
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4.33 Results 

Thee validity (and robustness) of the approach to first extract straight line 
segmentss as primitives from the image containing curvilinear structures, and 
thenn using these straight line segments to hypothesize splines and matching 
thesee to the image is investigated in figure 4.17. In the figure, the same 
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Figuree 4.17: (a) input image (shown at 300 dpi). The thick black line results in 8 
straightstraight line primitives, (b) grouping value of the complete line, (c) Detected width 
ofof the complete line. Scanning at 400 dpi is optimal. 

inputt image at different resolutions is processed. At resolutions lower than 
1000 dpi, the linear structure is not detected (at 50dpi, the size of the image 
iss merely 24 x 48 pixels). Figure 4.17.b shows the effect of discretisation. 
Forr higher resolutions, the width and position of the line can be determined 
moree precisely, and thus the grouping cue provides more accurate results. The 
groupingg value increases with the scanning resolution, although above 400 dpi. 
thee grouping value stabilizes. In figure 4.17.C, the width of the detected line in 
termss of pixels versus resolution. It is demonstrated that below 200 dpi. the 
widthh detection loses reliability, explaining the low grouping values measured. 
Onee would expect a (nearly) linear relation between scanning resolution and 
linee width. This linear relationship breaks down below 200 dpi. 

Figuree 4.18 shows a similar experiment on synthetically generated curves 
off varying width with identical center lines. The image was generated by a 
processs described in [9]. 

Bothh experiments demonstrate that constructing a spline through a set of 
straightt line segments extracted from an image containing curvilinear struc
tures,, can lead to results accurately describing the ground truth of the image. 
Onn real images, scanning at a resolution of 400dpi is optimal. Because the 
groupingg cue works on lines with a defined width, and uses that width to cal-
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Figuree 4.18: (a) Identical curves translated and increasing in width, (b) The grouping 
valuevalue of the virtual line through extracted straight line segments. Curves with width 
largerlarger than 4 pixels, are well detected. 

culatee the grouping cue, the width of lines in the image must be significant 
(moree than 4 pixels). Below that width, discretisation effects seriously hinders 
thee line extracting and following matching operation^. 

4 .3 .11 A l t e r n a t i v e g r o u p i n g c u es 

Thee effect of different grouping cues is demonstrated in figure 4.19. Besides 
thee m-rooted product defined in equation 4.8, we demonstrate the effect of 
twoo other grouping cues. We define: 

<Pmin(B,g)<Pmin(B,g) = min(^nG(K(Blf+1\g),a),G(K(B3C+2,9),(7)), (4.14) 

and: : 

m—m—1 1 
<P<PPProrodd(B,g)(B,g) = (H G(K(BZ£+1),g),a))G(K(B!™+2,g),a). (4.15) 

i=0 0 
tinn practice, an image scanned at 400dpi will only contain lines with a width larger than 

44 pixels, for the smallest pen size in use draws lines at that width. 
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Thee grouping cue èmm defines the grouping cue as the minimum of its 
subevaluations,, which is intuitively appealing. (pprod defines the grouping cue 
off the product of its subevaluations. Figure 4.19.a illustrates the effect of these 
groupingg cues on a typical image. It can be shown, by taking the negative 
logg of equations 4.14 and 4.15, that the minimum grouping cue penalizes 
largee structures more than other grouping cues. We conclude that the m-
rootedd product grouping cue delivers for this case the best t rade off between 
robustnesss and greediness. 

(B)) (C) (D) 

Figuree 4.19: (a) The input image. Note parts (1), (2) and (3). The detected linear 
structuresstructures using: (b) the product grouping cue 4>prod, (c) the m-rooted product cue 
phi,phi, (d) the minimum grouping cue 4>mm- The white lines denote detected curvilinear 
structures.structures. For clarity, adjoining curvilinear structures are drawn in separate line 
types.types. In figures (b)-(d) different line types are used to distinguish between adjoining 
line.line. Only the m-rooted product cue (c) succeeds in finding the large structures (2) and 
(3).(3). Notice that the grouping cue make different decisions in area (1), both decisions 
beingbeing valid. 

Figuress 4.19 shows tha t the grouping method delivers an accurate de-
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seriptionn of the image at the automatically selected threshold. Figure 4.17 
demonstratedd that in order to obtain an accurate description, images should 
bee scanned at 400dpi, in order to make the grouping cue effective. When 
linee segments at least four or five pixels wide, the grouping cue and resulting 
groupingg hierarchy is robust. 

4.44 Computational complexity 

Thee grouping algorithm consist of two consecutive stages (recall figure 4.14): 
ann initialization stage and an iteration stage. The order of the algorithm is 
maximumm order of the two stages. 

4.4.11 Ini t ia l izat io n stage 

Computingg the grouping value of a set. of line segments is linear in the number 
off line segments in the set. In the first stage the grouping value of all pairs 
off line segments is determined. This had order 0(ri2), with n the number of 
linee segments. After computing the grouping values, the maximum grouping 
valuee is determined in order 0{n2). Therefore, the order of the initialization 
stagee has order 0(n2). 

4.4.22 I terat io n stage 

Thee tree is grouped in n iterations, with n the number of line segments. In 
iterationn •/ (0 < i < n). n ~ i + 1 sets of line segments remain to be grouped. 

Thee number of number of computations needed at iteration / in computing 
thee grouping values, is dependent on the size of the set grouped, denoted 
ass Sj. at that iteration (see figure 4.20 for an example). The number of 
computationss at iteration /', denoted as cn can be expressed as: 

CjCj = isi + n - Sj = (/ - l)sj + n. (4.16) 

Att iteration /. the maximum value for Sj equals i. Therefore, the worst case 
scenarioo is a tree in which at every iteration Sj = i. The best case scenario 
iss a tree in which at each iteration Sj is the size of the smallest set. Figure 
4.211 illustrates the worst case and best case scenarios. The total number of 
computations,, denoted as Q . in the worst case scenario is expressed as: 

n n 

cctt = ^2(i-l)i + n. (4.17) 
i=2 i=2 
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Figuree 4.20: The number of line segments evaluated in an iteration depends on 
thethe size of the selected grouping. In (a), sets A and B are selected for grouping. 
ComputingComputing the grouping value of the new set AB with the other sets requires 16 line 
segmentssegments evaluated. In (b). the larger set C and D is selected. This requires 19 
evaluations. evaluations. 
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Figuree 4.21: The ordering of the grouping hierarchy has an impact on the number of 
evaluatedevaluated line segments in building the hierarchy, (a) Worst case scenario, (b) Best 
case. case. 
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Withh Yl"=i  i2 = f (1 + ' 0 (1 + 2«). this gives: 

0 ( £ / ( H - / ) )) = 0 ( H 3 ) . (4.18) 

?= 2 2 

Inn every iteration, the maximum grouping value is determined. Finding 
thee maximum in a list is linear in the size of the list. The list size at each 
iterationn /', is the number of combinations between the n — i sets, which is 
(n-i){7i(n-i){7i  — i — l) Q • i.i • • 

- — ^ — — : - .. Summing this gives: 

oC£oC£{{--0 ( « - ' - l ) ,, ™..3 == 0{nó). (4.19) 

Thee complexity of the iteration stage is. with both computing the grouping 
valuess and selecting the maximum grouping value at 0( /? 3 ) . therefore 0(n3). 

Thee worst case complexity of the grouping algorithm is 0(n3); the maxi
mumm order of the order of the initialization stage and the iteration stage. 

4 .4 .33 A v e r a ge c o m p u t a t i o n al c o m p l e x i ty 

Thee order of the algorithm has two bottle necks in the iteration stage. Both 
computingg grouping values and selecting maximum grouping values have order 
(9(/?3).. In an implementation of the algorithm, the overall computing time will 
bee largely determined by computing the grouping values. Only in very large 
sets,, selecting the largest grouping value will have a measurable impact on the 
computingg time. 

Sectionn 4.4.2 used the worst case scenario in determining the order of the 
iterationn stage. To assess the computational complexity of the algorithm in 
practice,, we art1 also interested in the average case complexity. 

Figuree 4.22 presents a graph of the average number of evaluated line seg
mentss in constructing random tree-orderings. In a random tree, the groupings 
aree selected at random, instead of determined by the grouping cue. We assume 
thatt random tree orderings give a better approximation of the complexity than 
thee worst case analysis. As can be seen in the figure, the average random tree 
orderingg has an approximate order of 0{n2). This is explained by noting that 
inn a random tree, the average size of the selected set in iteration i is s} = -J* r. 
Summingg this (refer to equation 4.16) gives: 

nn-1-1 n — — l . 

0(T0(T - ^ ( H - (n - /))) - 0(n V - ^ ) = 0(n2) (4.20) 
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Figuree 4.22: The number of evaluated line segments in building a grouping hierarchy 
isis of worst order complexity 0(/z3). (a) Shows the actual number of evaluated line 
segmentssegments in randomly ordered hierarchies, along with the best case and worst case 
hierarchies,hierarchies, (b) Shows that the relationship between the average case and best case 
holdsholds for large n. The plot of2.7n2 shows that the number of evaluated line segments 
hashas an approximate order ofO(n). 

Notee that in practice, the grouping hierarchy is not completely constructed, 
butt build until a certain grouping value (the cut-off level) is reached. This im
provess the actually encountered computational complexity considerably. Not 
onlyy less iterations are needed, but only grouping values higher than the cut-off 
levell need to be retained. 

4.55 Comparison with other work 

Inn [3] a generic method for clustering, in contrast to our grouping approach, 
calledd GCA is described. We use GCA as a basis for comparison with our 
algorithm,, because it is a modem approach to clustering, and has the ability 
too plug in any desired grouping cue to allow for an accurate and fair com
parison.. Other clustering or grouping methods described in literature (for 
examplee [15]) lack this feature and are therefore less desirable for comparison. 
Thee Normalized Cut method [34] [25] is comparable to GCA, as a generic 
methodd for clustering. As GCA, the Normalized cut method finds a global 
optimizationn of the interpretation of the image based on local measurements. 
Normalizedd cut is developed for segmenting images into coherent parts, for 
examplee textured regions. Like hierarchical grouping, Normalized Cut returns 
aa hierarchy as the interpretation of the image. Normalized Cut constructs a 
topp down hierarchy, in contrast to Hierarchical grouping which constructs a 
bo t tomm up hierarchy. We chose GCA as a bases for comparison, for top down 
segmentationn of curvilinear structures as proposed by the Normalized Cut in-
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evitablyy leads to random decisions in the top of the hierarchy rendering this 
approachh less feasible for curvilinear structures. 

Thee GCA system consists of three basic steps. In figure 4.23 an overview, 
appliedd to an example, is presented. 

(k=3) ) 

b.. connectivity graph 

d.. group graph 

Ï Ï 

c.. measured graph 

Figuree 4.23: Example of successive steps in GCA (Genene Clustering Algorithm), 
appliedapplied to curved lines. 

First,, a grouping cue is chosen. An example of a grouping cue is the group
ingg cue as defined in equation 4.8. Then, a connectivity graph is constructed 
denotingg the feature pairs for which the grouping cue must be evaluated. The 
connectivityy graph and the grouping cue reflects the nature of the clustering 
application.. When global clustering criteria are used, for example straight 
lines,, a complete connectivity graph is used. When the problem is local, for 
examplee finding smooth curves, a k-nearest neighbor graph can be employed. 

Inn the second step, the measured graph is constructed where the edges be
tweenn features denote that the feature pairs are assumed to be in the same 
group.. To decide whether two features are probably in a single clustered group, 
thee grouping cue is evaluated with a series of additional third features. If a suf
ficientficient number of these third features produce a grouping value above a pre-set 
threshold,, it is decided that the two features are probably in a single clustered 
group.. In the final step a maximum likelihood group clustering scheme is 
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employedd to find the optimal segmentation into groups. This segmentation is 
basedd on knowledge of the probabilistic properties of the grouping cue, with 
regardss to its confusion matrix. 

Thee GCA method (global properties are induced by local measurements) 
doess not guarantee consistency. Observe for example figure 4.24. which shows 
fourr lines connected by a big dot. Although a natural interpretation would 
bee 4.24.(d.3), interpretations 4.24.(d.l) and 4.24.(d.2) cannot be excluded. 
Wee would expect a system detecting linear structures to make a (random) 
choicee between these three interpretations. But GCA decides locally that every 
optionn is possible (visualized by the graph in 4.24.c), and does not discover 
inn the optimization phase that one choice excludes another. Therefore, the 
processs will re turn all the lines as part of a single linear structure. Note that 
GCAA is a generic method, and allows other definitions of the connectivity 
graph,, the measured graph and the grouping cue. 

Figuree 4.24: GCA does not guarantee a clustering that is consistent with the grouping 
cue.cue. (a) Input image, (b) Detected line segments, (c) Measured graph, (d) Three 
possiblepossible interpretations of figure (a). GCA does not chose an interpretation, but 
decidesdecides the image contains a single linear structure. 
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4.5.11 Compar ison on a typical image 

Inn figure 5.17 the output of both methods is compared when applied to a 
complexx image encountered in practice. Note that HG returns as a result 
off the grouping process the hypothesized curvilinear structures: these are 
integrall part of the chosen grouping cue. To represent the results obtained by 
GCA,, the virtual line through clustered line segments were determined and 
presented.. As can be expected, the results of HG and GCA are similar. In 
figuree 4.25.C. it is demonstrated that HG correctly finds the major parts of 
thee three linear structures. In the bottom right, another (but valid) choice 
iss made *. The only error is in not detecting, at the automatically selected 
levell of the grouping hierarchy, the large straight line. As can be seen in the 
enlargedd part of the image where the error occurs, the straight line segments 
detectedd are badly misdirected. At a lower level in the hierarchy, this line 
iss found but the grouping value is close to zero. In the methodology of the 
groupingg hierarchy, it is more important that the ground truth of the image 
iss represented as some level of the hierarchy, than that the ground t ru th is 
representedd at the automatically selected level of this hiërarch}'. 

Thee result of GCA using the grouping cue is not as good as the result of 
HG.. This can only be explained by the grouping algorithm, for the input image 
andd grouping cue are identical for both methods. When 4.25.e is studied, it 
becomess clear that GCA encounters problems in areas with rapidly changes 
curvature.. This is due to fact that the grouping cue searches for evidence in 
thee image, and large gaps between line segments presented to the grouping-
cuee often lead to small grouping values (see figure 4.26). 

4.5.22 Robustness, invariance and complex i ty 

Thee output of GCA depends on both the threshold set on the grouping cue 
(switchingg edges between nodes on or off) and the confusion matrix associated 
withh the grouping cue (the chance an edge is erroneously inserted, correctly 
nott inserted, et cetera). This matrix is dependent on the threshold (a lower 
thresholdd increases the likelihood of errors). It is hard to select the best 
combinationn of threshold and confusion matrix, while GCA is sensitive to 
variationss in those parameters. In [3] a method is presented to automatically 
derivee the confusion matrix given a grouping cue and threshold. This method 
doess not work for every type of grouping cue, introducing lack of robustness 

"Handlingg multiple interpretations of primitives in an image is extensively dealt with 
byy Cox [8], who proposes an hypothesis tree where decisions can be delayed until sufficient 
informationn is available 
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(A)) (B) 

Figuree 4.25: Comparison between the result of GCA, and HG. In Figure (a) the 
inputinput image is shown. As input to the grouping methods, 489 straight line segments 
areare extracted from this image, (b) shows three linear structures a grouping method 
wouldwould ideally detect (i.e. the ground truth), (c) shows the curvilinear structures 
groupedgrouped by HG at the automatically selected level of the grouping hierarchy. In (d) 
andand (e) the detected straight line segments (the primitives) of detailed image parts 
areare shown where HG runs into trouble. In the bottom right corner of the image HG 
chooseschooses a logical interpretation, although it is not the ground truth. At lower level in 
thethe grouping hierarchy, the problem encountered in detail (d) is solved, (f) shows the 
resultresult of GCA (the circles denote begin points and end points of detected structures. 
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Figuree 4.26: In areas with rapidly changes curvature, GCA's approach of using only 
threethree primitives to evaluate grouping, breaks down. In area 1 of (a), the mismatch 
betweenbetween the spline and the line segment in the hashed circle will  cause the grouping 
valuevalue to be very low. In (b). because of near zero curvature, a high grouping value will 
bebe found. 

againstt parameter change for those grouping cues. 

Bothh HG and GCA are. in the grouping and clustering phase respectively, 
generic.. So, invariances in terms of scale or translation, must be due to the 
detectionn of primitives, and computation of the grouping cue. 

Ass shown in section 4.4, the computational complexity of HG equals 0(n3). 
Inn [2] the order of GCA is shown to be NP-complete. This order is determined 
byy the construction of the group graph, for which Amir presents a fast ap
proximationn algorithm. This approximation-algorithm can terminate in local 
maxima,, but is shown to perform satisfactory on average and runs in O(ir). 
Constructingg the measured graph has order 0 ( n 3 ) , giving GCA an order of 
O O 3 ) .. This makes the effective order of GCA an order slower than HG. 

4.66 Conclusions 

Wee have presented a method to build extended curvilinear structures of given 
widthh by grouping primitives in a hierarchy. The method is built around a 
groupingg cue. the measure of likeliness that a set of primitives originates from 
onee underlying structure. The grouping cue is the measure by which primitives 
orr sets of primitives are placed in the grouping hierarchy. We maintain the 
vieww that any general grouping method should delivers its results in the form 
off a hierarchy as there is no locally decidable t ruth. Hence, the grouping 
hierarchyy represents a priority on primitives being grouped. Our method is 
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rota t ionn invariant, scale invariant, and model-based as we believe a grouping 
methodd should aim at reconstructing the higher order structures in the image, 
therebyy providing the need for an explicit image model. From design as verified 
byy experimentation the method is robust against image disturbances such as 
noisee and intersecting lines. 

Wee consider it essential for the grouping cue to base its findings on the 
imagee data and on condensed information thereof kept as features of sets of 
primitives.. So. we keep a hierarchy to make a link between primitives that» 
havee been grouped sofar, but for the actual grouping of sets of primitives 
wee re turn to their original da ta in the da ta array. In this way there is no 
differencee between the lowest level of grouping and the levels higher up. This 
providess both consistency in the result as well as robustness as minor flaws in 
thee da t a are unnoticed when the original da ta are grouped by the cue. We use 
onee particular grouping cue. as defined in eq. 4.8 (section 4.2.2). but others 
usingg the same image model (eq. 4.14) or using another image model such 
ass straight lines [28] could have been used as well at that point, provided it 
fulfillss the criteria for scale and rotation invariance. 

Inn the current implementation we'use straight line segments as detector for 
primitives.. We might have used other primitives such as circular arcs [10] at 
thee expense of an increase in computation time and more parameter values to 
es t imate .. Also, the grouping algorithm was applied to detecting structures of 
givenn width. The application is determined by the definition of the grouping 
cuee and primitives. Another grouping cue yields a different grouping applica
tion.. Grouping cues working on line segments without a defined width, but for 
examplee on edge-strength, could be implemented. Grouping cues that inher
entlyy require a large set of primitives, for example when detecting dashed lines 
[20].. can not be implemented straight forward. That would require a different 
searchh algorithm through the set of possible groupings. Further research could 
thereforee be focused on these search algorithms, and developing grouping cues 
andd primitives tha t can operate with the current search algorithm. 

Althoughh we argue that a grouping algorithm must return a hierarchy on 
groupingss and cannot deliver an unique grouping associated with an image 
independentt of its domain, we present a method of automatically selecting a 
levell in the grouping. For clear cut cases like the bimodal drawings we consider, 
thee level delivers an interpretation of the image based on a priori information 
that,, the image is bimodal containing a foreground and a background. 

AA grouping algorithm is only of value if its computational complexity is 
manageable.. The algorithm was shown to be of worst order 0{n3). with n 
thee number of primitives in the image. The average case complexity was 
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shownn to be of order 0(n2). The computational complexity is based on a 
searchh algorithm that was shown to be optimal for the presented grouping 
cue.. Different grouping cues, taking into account more variables than the 
percentuall match between a hypothesized curve and the image, could require 
aa different search algorithm. 

Experimentss demonstrated that the method provides good results on com
plexx and crowded images. It was shown that the automatically selected level 
inn the grouping hierarchy yields a good interpretation of the image. When 
comparedd to a modern generic clustering approach [3]. our method of hierar
chicall grouping was shown to provide better results, to be a more robust and 
too operate faster. 

4.77 Appendix: The minimal spline through a set of 
linee segments 

Fromm the set of possible splines though a set of line segments, we want to 
selectt the shortest. This problem is equivalent to finding the shortest walk 
inn a weighted (undirected) graph covering all vertices once, with restrictions 
onn the allowed walks. See figure 4.27. for a transformation of a set of line 
segmentss to a graph. The restriction on a walk is that every node in the 

Figuree 4.27: To find the shortest spline through a set of line segments (A), a minimal 
walkwalk through graph B must he established. 

walkk must be preceded or proceeded by the other node originating from the 
samee line segment (In figure 4.27: for example node x\ must be proceeded or 
precededd by x2. v2vix2XiUiU2W1w2 is a valid walk. v2v\x2U\X\U2W\W2 is not.) 

Findingg the shortest walk in a graph is known as the Travelling Salesman 
Problemm (TSP), which is a NP-complete problem [5]. TSP is different from 
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proceduree MiniinalSpline (linesegments L, integer M) 

MListt <- L[M] 
MM <- M-l 
whilee M > 0 do 

Mindistt <- 0 
forr 1 from 1 t o M 

Distt A <- Distance(MList.first.L[l]) 
DistBB <r-  Distance(MList..last.,L[l]) 
Mindistt <- Minimum(DistA.DistB.Mindist) 
iff Dist A = Mindist 

Minsegg <— 1 
startt <r-  1 

endif f 
iff DistB = Mindist 

Minsegg «— 1 
startt <- 0 

endif f 
endfor r 
i ff Start = 1 

MListt <- append(L[Minseg].MList) 
e l s e e 

MListt <r-  append(MList,L[Minseg]) 
endif f 
L[Minseg]] <- L[M] 
MM <- M-l 

enddo o 

r e t u r n n 

Figuree 4.28: Pseudo code of algorithm that finds the spline with minimal 

lengthh given a set of M line segments L 

ourr problem, in tha t it demands that the begin point and end point are equal. 
Inn our problem, this is not the case. Begin and end point are unknown. 

Inn practical applications, heuristics are used to overcome the computational 
complexityy and still find the correct answer in normal situations. In figure 4.7 
aa greedy algorithm is presented in pseudo code. This algorithm is based on 
thee observation that for a particular line segments (in s tandard situations), 
itss adjacent line segments along the optimal curve are also the nearest line 
segmentss in the input set. In the algorithm Minimal Spline, an ordered list 
off line segments MList is initialized with the last line segment from the array 
L.. (Any line segment, will do.) The list MList represents the order of the 
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linee segments in the minimal spline. An iteration is started, in which the line 
segmentss with minimal distance to the spline are added until all line segments 
aree part of the spline. Figure 4.29 shows an example of this process in a 
typicall set of line segments. The order of this algorithm is 0(n ) , with n 
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Figuree 4.29: 77ie successive iterations of the greedy algorithm, starting from an 
arbitraryarbitrary element, to find the spline of minimal length through a set of line segments. 

thee number of line segments. Because the problem is NP-complete, algorithm 
4.77 can not optimal. Figure 4.30 gives an example of a situation in which 
thee greedy algorithm produces a sub-optimal result. In general, input sets 

Figuree 4.30: Example of a situation in which the greedy algorithm breaks down. (A) 
inputinput segments. (B) Result of the greedy algorithm. (C) Optimal residt. 

wheree for each line segment the distance to other line segments along the 
optimall spline is monotonically increasing (as in figure 4.29 are guaranteed to 
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bee found correctly by algorithm 4.7. Input sets for which this is not the case, 
cann produce incorrect results, although the vast majority of lines in actual 
imagess are still handled correctly. (This is due to the fact that distances 
betweenn adjacent line segments along the linear structures tend to be very 
small.. Recall figure 4.30. where the error was induced by the large distance 
betweenn segments 5 and 7.) In practice, only self-intersecting lines (see figure 
4.31)) can go wrong. This is based on comparing the results of greedy line 
finderfinder with an algorithm that finds the guaranteed optimal line but has (a 
worstt case) order 0(n\), where on real images no differences causing a change 
inn the clustering hierarchy were found. In our implementation, we chose the 

Figuree 4.31: A self-intersecting line provides problems for the greedy spline finder. 
(A)(A) the optimal line. At the intersecting point, the choices of the greedy spline finder 
areare nearly random, so (B) and (C) are possible results. 

greedyy algorithm for its trade off between performance and quality. When self-
intersectingg lines are expected in the input image, the computational intensive 
methodd of complete evaluation or another approximation method requiring 
heavierr computation needs to be used. 
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Chapterr 5 

Grammaticall Inference of 
Dashedd Lines 

Inn the automated conversion of line drawings ([13], [17]). such as cartographic 
maps,, engineering drawings and dress patterns, dashed lines are a common 
element.. An automated system for interpreting line drawings needs to de
tectt both the direction and location of the curve as well as its composition 
off graphical symbols. The composition denotes the meaning of the dashed 
line,, for example the diference between hidden lines and centerlines in an en
gineeringg drawing [14], or the difference between country bounderies and state 
bounderiess in cartographic maps. 

AA dashed line is defined by the center line and a grammar. The grammar 
definess the repetition of the pat tern along the line. The grammar ranges from 
quitee simple to more complex pat terns. The center line of the grammar is the 
linee following the center points of the objects (for example line segments or 
crosses). . 

Thiss paper deals with inferring the pat tern of a dashed line given a stream 
off graphical symbols. Thus in this paper we tackle the problem of finding 
thee underlying pattern of a string of symbols. This problem also appears in 
ass diverse applications like beat-induction in music [3] and the recognition of 
birdsongss [16]. 

Detectingg the location of the dashed line is considered a separate prob
lem.. There are several ways to tackle this problem, for example by tracking 
ass demonstrated in the experiments in section 5.5 of this paper. Whatever 
approachh is chosen to detect the centerline of a dashed line, the problem of 
inferringg the grammar needs to be solved. The same holds for detecting and 
classifyingg the image objects. In this paper some simple methods are used 
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too generate input for the grammatical inference method. These methods can 
bee freely substituded for more advanced methods. The focus of this paper 
remainss with, given a set of objects, finding the underlying grammar. 

Inn literature, a dashed line is sometimes viewed as a discontinuous curved 
orr straight line with, not necessarily regularly placed, gaps. The pattern of the 
dashedd line is not explicitly reconstructed. An example of this is described in 
[1].. With the use of tube-directional morphological operations, line-segments 
aree connected. The standard line-detecting procedures find the lines in the 
image.. A drawback of this procedure is that the grammar of the dashed line 
iss lost in the process. In addition, different collinear lines are merged. The 
authorss point at the sensitivity of the procedure to noisy data. In [4] a system 
mergingg short line-segments into longer lines is described. The grammar of this 
linee is derived on the basis of heuristics, but plays no explicit role in the dashed 
linee detection. The algorithm performs well on the narrow class of admitted 
grammars.. In [19] and [12] general systems for interpreting line-drawings are 
presentedd of which dashed lines are part. Both systems rely heavily on specific 
drawingg criteria for selected line-types. In conclusion, these methods fail to 
makee an explicit reconstruction of the dashed line. Therefore, these methods 
cann not be generalized to detect more complex dashed lines. 

Methodss that reconstruct the pattern of a dashed line include [5]. The 
algorithmm is capable of segmenting a string of symbols into a set of dashed 
lines.. The match between a set of symbols and a grammar is based on stretch, 
substitutionn and ommision operations. The set of operations is not robust 
againstt frequent object fragmentation. The system is capable of checking the 
observedd linear texture against a list of given grammars. In [13] and [10] 
similarr approaches are described, although the class of grammars is restricted 
evenn further. The above mentioned algorithms have in common that, the class 
off admitted grammars is small and predefined. In contrast it is our goal to 
developp an algorithm capable of detecting arbitrary grammars. 

Inn our approach, the detection of the grammar is based on methods from 
thee field of syntactic pattern recognition. In syntactic pattern recognition, a 
patternn in a class is described by a string of symbols, which is generated by a 
grammar.. Parsing algorithms are used as recognition procedures. The gram
marr which accepts the string identifies the pattern. The parse of the string 
providess structural information. Parsing a string becomes difficult when errors 
aree introduced in the string. In general there are several ways of dealing with 
errors,, for example the use of stochastic grammars [7], and the use of error-
correctingg parsing [8]. Grammatical inference, and especially error-correcting 
parsing,, is a natural approach to tackle the problem of recovering the grammar 
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off a dashed line. 
Thee paper is organized as follows. In section 5.1 the definition of a dashed 

linee is given. In section 5.2 the detection and classification of graphical sym
bolss is described, a neccesary step preceeding grammatical inference. In sec
tionn 5.4 methods to generate possible grammars, given a string of literals, 
aree presented. Section 5.3 describes the algorithm that decides which of the 
testedd hypotheses is correct. Finally, in section 5.5 systematic experiments are 
described,, and conclusions are drawn. 

5.11 The definition of a dashed line 

Inn defining a dashed line, the following definitions are used: 

Figuree 5.1: Fragment of a simple dashed line in an engineering drawing. 

(a) ) 

(b)) o o o o o o o o o o o o 

<c)) + + + + + + + + + 
(d)) • • • 
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Figuree 5.2: Dashed lines consist of a wide range of objects. 

•• Symbol. An element of the alphabet of detectable symbols. A symbol 
cann be. for example, a line-segment, a cross or a dot. 

•• Gap. Distance between consecutive symbols, as measured along the 
centerr line (see figure 5.3). The parameters of a gap are its location. A 
gapp is always defined in relation to two symbols, its parameters derived 
fromm those two symbols. 

•• Literal. A symbol or a gap. 

•• String. A sequence of literals. Each symbol is parametrized. For exam
plee line-segments have length, position, width and orientation as their 
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parameters.. The orientation of a symbol is measured in relation to the 
centerr line, as is demonstrated in figure 5.3. 

Carrierr line 

Figuree 5.3: Objects on a center line, with parameters. 

•• Cyclic group. A sequence of literals. 

AA dashed line is characterized by a cyclic group and a center line. Several 
concatenationss of the cyclic group form the stream of literals of the dashed 
line.. The center line then defines where the stream of literals is placed in the 
image. . 

5.22 Object detection 

Inn this section the object detection step is described, which is a necessary 
stepp preceeding the dashed line detection. In principle, the range of objects 
iss unbounded. But. to be able to detect objects, an alphabet of objects must 
bee determined. This alphabet is. of course, application dependent. Extending 
thee alphabet will increase the generality of the detection-procedure. 

Thee desired output of the object detection step is a description of the 
imagee in terms of object-occurrences. Each occurrence of an object needs to 
bee assigned a certainty. Because of both the uncertainties in detection and 
thee fact that detection occurs before interpretation, a set of pixels can result 
inn more than one object occurrence. Consider for example figure 5.4. The 
circledd object is identical in both images, but its interpretation depends on 
thee context. Both interpretations must be allowed by the object detection 
step. . 

5.33 Matching a grammar against a string 

Inn this section, the method of finding the cyclic group best describing a string 
iss described. This method consists of two steps. First, a list of hypotheses for 
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I I 

Figuree 5.4: Example of context dependant interpretation of graphical symbols. 

thee cyclic group is generated. Then each hypothesis is evaluated. The hypoth
esiss resulting in the best fit (referred to as the shortest distance) is selected as 
thee most likely cyclic group. In the next section, the hypothesis-generation is 
discussed.. In this section, the calculation of the distance between an hypoth
esiss and the string is discussed. In figure 5.5 an overview of the grammatical 
inferencee procedure is presented. There are three different methods of gener
atingg hypotheses, to be detailed later. 

5.3.11 Cycl i c graph matching 

Inn recovering the cyclic group of a string, it is assumed that because of drawing 
andd detection errors, there is no perfect match between the grammar and 
thee string. For example, the string abcabcabd might be generated by the 
cyclicc group abc, with the last element erroneously detected. In general, there 
aree three types of errors. An insert (extra literal in the string), a delete 
(missingg literal) and a substitute (replaced (group of) literal(s)). Note that 
anyy substitution can be written as a sequence of inserts and deletes. 

Wee define the distance between a cyclic group and a string as the minimal 
costt of a sequence of inserts, substitutes and deletes necessary to map the 
stringg on concatenations of the cyclic group. See figure 5.6 for an example 
off calculating the distance. This distance is an extension of the Levenshtein 
distancee ([15], which is a distance measure between two finite strings, whereas 
thee string generated by concatenating cyclic groups is infinite. Computation 
off the Levenshtein-distance was shown to be solvable with dynamic program
mingg in [16]. The problem of matching a cyclic group with a string is explored 
inn [9] and enhanced in [10]. We will present a variation on these methods 

++ + + + + + 
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Figuree 5.5: Overview of the grammatical inference procedure. There are three alter-
nativesnatives for the hypothesis-generation, of which one needs to be selected. 

suitablee for extension to multi-literal substitutions. Our main contribution 
stemss from rewriting the string matching problem to finding the shortest pa th 
inn a directed graph. This provides for more flexibility without increasing the 
computat ionall load. 

Thee graph shown in figure 5.7 is constructed from n by m nodes, with n the 
numberr of literals, and m the size of the cyclic group. Each edge in the graph 
representss an operation of the type insert (p,), delete (pa) or match/subst i tu te 
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Figuree 5.6: Mapping two cyclic groups on a string, with examples of all three error-
types.types. The cyclic group (AC) results in four errors, three deletes and a substitute. 
TheThe cyclic group (ABC) results in only two errors. It is decided as the most likely 
cylciccylcic group to have generated the string. 

(Pm/s).(Pm/s). Each node is denoted as k[x,y] where x and y are the positions in the 
stringg and cyclic group respectively. In figure 5.7. because of the basic insert, 

C C 

Cyclicc Group 

B B 

O O 

o o 

o o 
K[3,3] ] 

Figuree 5.7: Example of a simple matching graph, constructed for matching the cyclic 
groupgroup ABC' with the string ABCABDABC'. with some sample edges. In this match-
inging graph each node has three incoming edges, corresponding to the simple m/s. i. and 
dd operations. An m/s edge exiting from a node k[i,j]  has value m when the i-th karak-
terter of the cyclic group matches the j-th character from the string, otherwise the value 
isis s. The matching value is the total penalty of the minmimal path from the start node 
toto the end node. 

deletee and match/subst i tu te operations, only adjacent nodes are connected. 
Inn contrast to the matching methods referred to earlier, we also allow multiple 
objectt substitution. For example, the literals abc might be replaced with a 
singlee d. 

Wee define a penalty table P , a matrix with sets of symbols on both axes. 
Thee value associated with two sets of symbols is the cost of substi tuting one 
sett with the other. The value p(x,i,y,j), which is the weight of the edge 
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connectingg the nodes k[x - i. y -j]  and k[x, y], is the cost of matching {L[x -
i].-i].-  • ,L[s—1]} with {G[y-j},--  .G[y-1]}. As defined, these valuesp(x,i,y,j) 
aree tabulated in P. In figure 5.8 is it demonstrated that this definition allows 
forr the three basic operations as well as multiple object substitution. 

LI I L2 2 L3 3 L4 4 L5 5 
Slart t 

O O 
end d 

O O 
p(5,1,4,0) ) 

o o 

Gl l 

G2 2 

G3 3 

Figuree 5.8: Edge A substitutes string elements L2 and L3 into cyclic-group element 
G-2-G-2- Edge B substitutes string element L] into cyclic-group elements G\ andG-2- Edge 
CC is a match/substitute, edge D a delete and E an insert. 

Too find the cheapest way to arrive at a node, we define: 

k[x,y] k[x,y] 
0 0 
mino<K.r.o<j<j// k[x - i. y - j mod m] + p(x. i. y.j) 

xx = 0 
:: x > 0 

(5.1) ) 
Findingg the minimal number of errors in the match now reverts to finding 

thee shortest path in the graph. See figure 5.9 for an example. In this example 
aa simple penalty-table is used. So, p(x. l,y, 0) = p(x, 1, y, 1) = p(x, 0, y, 1) = 1 
forr any combination of x and y. All other edges have weight oo. 

5.3.22 Cyclic group matching applied to dashed line detection 

Usingg literal-specific knowledge, we can now generate substitution rules. In 
thiss section, an example of this generation is given for straight line-segments. 

Thee entries in the penalty table P must be higher when the substituted 
literalss differ more. Consider for example line-segments. The criteria to com
paree line-segments include width, angle and length. So, the more two line 
segmentss differ in these parameters, the costlier the subsitution. 

Multiplee literal substitution is depicted in figure 5.10.(b). Here two line-
segmentss and a gap are replaced by one long line-segment. The criteria for 
singlee segment substitution also apply here. 
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Figuree 5.9: In graph (a), the dotted line indicates a penalty 1. the solid lines penalty 
0.0. The shortest path in the graph between the start and term node has penalty 2, 
whichwhich is the distance between the string abcabdacabc and the cyclic group abc. Note 
thatthat there are two walks between the start and end-node with penalty 2. The first walk 
(b)(b) substitutes the D for a C and inserts a B. The second walk (c) deletes DA. 

VV V 

(A)) ,B) 

Figuree 5.10: Substitution examples, (a) Valuation of substitution must be based on 
width,width, angle and length, (b) The same holds for multi-literal substitution. 

Observee figure 5.11. in which substitution plays an important role. Here an 
examplee image is presented with the detected line-segments. In figure 5.11.C 
thee resulting gaps and line-segments with their assigned class are shown. How 
thee line segments are detected, and how the classes where assigned is not im
portantt in this stage. In section 5.5, where experiments are detailed, attention 
iss given to detection and classification. In figure 5.1 l.d, the interpretation that 
followss from the match with the cyclic group xciyaya is presented. Multiple 
literall substitution is used twice to interpret a long line-segment and short gap 
ass a middle-sized line-segment and gap. It is clear the cyclic group xayaya 
resultss in a very good match. 

Thee function used to generate substitution rules is derived from the clus
teringg function described in [11]. Several substitution rules were generated, 
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Figuree 5.11: Example of matching, (a) Input image, (b) detected line-segments, (c) 
classifiedclassified gaps (a.b) and line-segments (x.y.z). (d) The match with a, regularly 
cycliccyclic group xayaya. 

shownn in figure 5.12. Here gaps are denoted by dashed boxes. In example 
5.11.. only rule (b) was used. Other rules might have been used if the match 
wass performed on a different cyclic group. Applying these rules in a match is 
veryy cheap, because these rules retain the length of the dashed line. In other 
words,, the rules explain missing or superfluous ink. they do not stretch or 
shrinkk the observed dashed line. 

5.3.33 Complex i ty 

Thee complexity, measured in the number of considered edit-operations, of 
evaluatingg a single hypothesis is n x m x s. Here, n is the number of literals 
inn the string, m the size of the cyclic group, and s the average number of 
substi tutionn rules and edit operations that can be applied at a node in the 
matchingg graph. Observe that s is proportional to the size of the alphabet, 
andd typically very small, but at least 3. 
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xx ra x b x a z 

AA A A 

tt II « 

ZZ a y r ^ y 

Figuree 5.12: Example of three generated rules, with low cost. The low cost is due 
toto comparable sizes of the (sequence of) literals on the top and bottom part of the 
substitutionsubstitution rules. 

5.44 Finding the optimal cyclic group 

Givenn the alphabet and the number of literals in the list, the number of possible 
cyclicc groups is bounded. It is limited to all possible permutations of the 
alphabett within the possible grammar sizes. To consider this complete list of 
alll permutations is, however, very costly. If the number of different symbols 
andd gaps are denoted as ws and wg respectively, then wT w™' ^s t n e number 
off possible cyclic groups of size m. As the maximum length of the cyclic group 

iss half the length of the string, we arrive at 0(Y,m=i(w™ w9 ' " " ) ) f ° r T n e 

complexityy of the algorithm evaluating all possible cyclic groups. We can 

evaluatee this equation as 0(n u 
22 n/2 n/'2~ .. Figure 5.13 gives a plot. 

Onee way to reduce the amount of tested hypotheses is to impose constraints 
onn the allowed grammars. For example, dashed lines in standard engineering 
drawingss do not consist of cyclic groups with length greater than five. Gram
marss used in engineering drawings and cartographic maps are of a distinct 
typee of grammar. With A and B line-segments C a gap, these grammars can 
bee described by (AC(BC)m), with m usually between 0 and 4. 

Thesee assumptions on the size and semantics of the cyclic group lead to a 
differentt computation of the complexity. The amount of possible hypotheses 
noww equals WfWg + 4wfwg. Combining this with the 0(nm) complexity of the 
graphh matching, we get a complexity of 0((wiwg + 4wfwg) J] , :=o('u)) = 0{n). 

5.4.11 Heuristics for  general solutions 

Whilee in most practical applications assumptions on the grammar reduce the 
computationall load, this might not always be possible. In this section we inves-
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Figuree 5.13: The number of possible cyclic groups with varying stringsize. w„  = 
wiwi = 3. 

tigatee methods that use heuristics to arrive at an algorithm with an acceptable 
complexity. . 

Wee observe that when literals occur after one another in a cyclic group, 
thee occur often after each other in strings that are generated from the cyclic 
group.. Conversely when literals often occur after each other in a string, it 
givess an indication of the structure of the cyclic group. We use this observation 
ass an heuristic to generate likely cyclic groups from a string. In figure 5.14, a 
matrixx is presented. In the matrix the number of times a literal is followed by 
anotherr is tabulated. The matrix is visualized by a weighted directed graph, 
ass shown in figure 5.14.(b). 

AA cyclic group can be, as was shown for a string, written as a directed 
graph.. The derived graph is Hamiltonian* if we add an edge between the last 
andd the first element in the cyclic group. Starting from the string's neighbor-
graphh Gs, we determine classes of feasible hypotheses in an attempt to reduce 
thee number of hypotheses. 

Wee define the set of cyclic group-graphs, denoted by C. Each element 
CC € C is a graph with the same vertices as Gs, and its edges form a closed 
walkk in Gs. C is a weighted directed multigraph, with the sum of weights 
off the edges between two vertices vl and v2 equal to the weight of the same 

*AA Hamilton-walk is a closed walk in the graph that travels all the edges exactly once 
andd has equal start point and end point. A graph is Hamiltonian if such a walk exists. 

numberr of possible cyclic groups 
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Figuree 5.14: (a). The neighbors matrix of an example string, (b) The directed graph. 

verticess in Gs. The edges of the graph C are denoted as Vc. C" is defined as 
thee set of all the closed walks in Gs with length < n. For an illustration see 
figurefigure 5.15. 

admissablee extended subgraphs with m-edge 
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o--
(ABC)) i / lABD) 
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11 (ABCAC) 3 

o—-—oo o o 

Figuree 5.15: Starting from the directed graph on the left, the graphs on the right can 
bebe constructed. The resulting graphs are ordered by size. Each graph is accompanied 
byby an associated cyclic group. 

Eachh graph C £ C" can be written as a cyclic group by noting the order 
inn which the vertices are travelled in a Hamilton-walk. The derived cyclic 
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groupp is not unique. The example of figure 5.16 shows the smallest t graph 
yieldingg two different not rotationally symmetric cyclic groups. A graph with 

// / \ \ Two interpretations: 

/ // \ \ "-1ABCACBI 

/ // \ \ * (ACABCB) 

Figuree 5.16: Graph with different Hamilton walks. 

sixx edges can lead to two different cyclic groups, but the number of different 
Hamiltonn walks grows rapidly in relation to the amount of edges. 

Forr each graph C e C n , f(C\Gs) measures the extend to what C explains 
GGss.. The weight of an edge is denoted as \v\. Q(GS) is the sum of the weights 
inn Gc and Q(C) is the number of (non-zero weight) edges in C. £l(C) thus 
calculatess the length of the cyclic group. We now define the graph penalty 
function: : 

ƒƒ (C. G9) = £ (M - ($(G s)/fi(C)))2 . (5.2) 
vevvevc c 

f(C,Gf(C,Gss)) calculates the sum of squared differences between the edge weights 
inn C and the relative length of the string. 

Inn figure 5.15, the right hand graph of length 3 leads to a cyclic group 
off (ABD). If the original string {ABCABDABCAC), was produced by this 
cyclicc group, a value of 10/3 = 3.3. using the penalty function, would be 
expectedd at each edge. The values in the graph are much lower than 3.3, so 
thee cyclic group ABD does not seem to be likely. In figure 5.17 the graphs 
fromm figure 5.15 are presented, along with their graph penalty. Note that in 
bothh measures, the same ordering is only preserved for all graphs of the same 
length.. This is due to the fact that the heuristic favors graphs with many 
edgess (large cyclic groups) because the square term awards a low expected 
weight.. In general the heuristic does not answer the question which groupsize 
wass most likely used to generate the string. 

Givenn the measure f(C,Gs) we can construct an algorithm that, given a 
string,, quickly computes the subgraphs with lowest penalty. This algorithm 
generatess all Hamiltonian subgraphs of Gs and computes the graph penalty 

TInn order to obtain two rotational variant Hamilton walks, at least six edges are needed. 
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Squaredd Graph matching 

differencee penalty 

Figuree 5.17: The two penalty measures applied to an example. In the Graph match-
ing,ing, an insert, delete and substitute operation have penalty 1. 

functionn for each of the generated graphs. The number of admissable sub
graphss is large. It is proportional to the number of subgraphs which is 2" Q). 
Becausee the algorithm only needs to generate the cheapest (in terms of graph 
penaltyy function) Hamiltonian graphs of a fixed length, this algorithm need 
nott have a high average case complexity. 

Inn practice, the Hamiltonian graphs are generated in a recursive process. 
Thee algorithm is described in pseudo-code in figure 5.4.1. The procedure 
SelectNSelectN extEdge selects the edge with highest multiplicity in the original graph 
GG not yet part of subgraph SG. In the procedure Or der Multiplicity the multi-

+Wee arrive at 2n because there are n edges, and a subgraph is formed by swithing edges 
onn and off. 
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proceduree FindHamiltonian(Graph G. Graph SG, Integer size. Integer current) 

i ff current = size 
Bestt <- SG 
r e t u rn n 

endif f 

Edgee f- SelectNextEdge(G.SG) 
Multt List «- OrderMultiplicity(G.Edge.cuiTcnt) 

forr Multiplicity 6 Mult List 
NSGG <- AddEdge (SG.Edge.Multiplicity) 
iff Hamiltonian(NSG.size) = TRUE 

Evall «- Evaluate(NSG. size, current -(-Multiplicity) 
i ff Eval < BestEval 

FindHamiltonian(G.. NSG. size, current-(-Multiplicity) 
endif f 

endif f 
endfor r 

r e t u r n n 

Figuree 5.18: Pseudo-code of the optimal subgraph finder 

plicityy of the selected edges are ordered according to the minimal contribution 
too the subgraph's penalty. Only subgraphs which can result in a Hamiltonian 
subgraphh of size size and a lower penalty than found previously are being con
sidered.. The algorithm considers all possible subgraphs in principle. But it 
doess so in a manner that limits the amount of completely considered subgraphs 
considerably. . 

Ann analysis of this algorithm in more detail is beyond the scope of this 
paper .. Figure 5.19 gives an indication of the performance of the algorithm. 

5.4.22 Substr ings 

AA reasonable assumption is that the cyclic group occurs at least once in the 
string.. Using this assumption, the number of cyclic groups to check reduces 
evenn further. In figure 5.20 the probability is shown that a cyclic group is a 
substringg of the string it has generated. In appendix 5.7 it is shown how to 
calculatee this graph. 

Evenn though the cyclic group may not be a substring of the generated 
string,, using substrings may still be optimal. This is due to the fact that the 
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Figuree 5.19: Time (in ms) to compute optimal set of hypotheses according to the sub-
graphgraph heuristic. Durations are averaged over series of 50 random generated strings 
basedbased on cyclic groups with random length. The chance of an error in generating a 
stringstring from a cyclic group was set to 0.2 per symbol. 

cyclicc group not necessarily has the lowest penalty of all possible hypotheses. 
Inn figure 5.21 this effect is demonstrated. In this figure, the probability that 
thee optimal hypothesis is excluded by the employed heuristics is presented. 
Thiss figure is derived by repeated testing (every combination of m and n 
wass repeated 50 times). Therefore, it appears not as smooth as figure 5.20. 
Ass can be seen in figure 5.21, the algorithm based on heuristics occasionally 
makess an error. But this does not occur too often, and mainly with high 
cycliccyclic group size /' string size ratios. Given the fact that generating all possible 
hypothesess is not feasible in practical applications, it is concluded that the 
heuristicss perform well. 

5.4.33 Complex i ty analysis 

Pleasee recall that all substrings of the string are taken as potential cyclic 

groups.. There are n — m possible substrings of length m in a string of length 

n.n. Because evaluating one hypothesis has a complexity of 0(nms), where 

ss is again the average number of applicable substitution rules, evaluating all 

substringss of a string as hypotheses has a complexity of 0(J2m=i ( n ~~ m)nms). 
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Figuree 5.20: (a) Iso-probability lines that the cyclic group is a substring of the gen-
eratederated string. (Probability of any error set to 0.2 in figure (a), and 0.1 in figure 
(c)). (c)). 
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Figuree 5.21: Probability that the heuristics incorrectly exclude optimal cyclic group. 
(Chance(Chance of error set to 0.2,) 
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Wee evaluate this, using summation rules (knowing that £ " =i rn = ^ and 
E m = i ^ 22 = f ( l + n ) ( l + 2n ) ) , a s 

0 ( s ( 5n 4 / 244 - n3/24 - n 2 /12) ) , (5.3) 

whichh is equivalent to 0(n4). 

Firstt it is noted that the order of a4 is an upper limit, and only valid in 
thee pathological case. For example, it does not take into account the many 
redundanciess in substrings. How this workes out is demonstrated in figure 
5.22. . 
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Figuree 5.22: Number of hypotheses in relation to the size of the string. The graph 
waswas obtained by repeatedly generating strings based on a cyclic group of length 6 and 
determiningdetermining the number of different substrings. The probability of an error was set to 
0.2. . 

Thee order-analysis assumes that every hypothesis is tested in full. This 
iss not necessary in general, for the algorithm is only interested in the best 
fit.fit. Only a rather naive algorithm would first evaluate all the hypotheses 
completely,, and then select the best fit. A smarter algorithm, incrementing 
thee evaluation of every hypothesis, leads to an algorithm with an acceptable 
average-casee complexity. This does not change the worst-case however, for it 
willl always be possible to construct an example where every hypothesis will 
needd to be evaluated in full. 

Whenn the method of using substrings is combined with the neighbor-graph 
approachh (only hypotheses that pass both criteria are tested), the number of 
hypothesess is reduced again. In practice we adopt this approach. The results 
off this approach are outlined in section 5.5. 
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5 . 4 .44 I m p o s i n g a m a x i m u m on t h e s i ze of t h e c y c l ic g r o up 

I nn practice, there is an upper limit for the length of the cyclic groups used in 

thee drawing. When the analysis is limited to cyclic groups of a fixed length of 

[11 , rrimax], equation 5.3 changes to 

t(n)t(n) =  ̂ (n - m)nms, (5.4) 
m = l l 

whichh can be rewritten to t(n) = {\nm2
ma:[ + \mz

max)ns. This has a worst-
casee order of n 2 , a considerably improvement over the complexity in the case 
wheree no constraints were placed on the grammar. In practise the amount 
off hypotheses to be tested, captured in the first term, is sublinear due to the 
redundancy-factorr described earlier. Observe figure 5.23 for an illustration of 
thiss sublinearity So. in effect a nearly linear result is achieved. 
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Figuree 5.23: The number of hypotheses to be tested when the maximum size of the 
cycliccyclic group is set to 10. This graph was generated by repeatedly generating strings 
basedbased on a cyclic group of length 6, and the chance of an error set to 0,2. 

5.55 Experiments 

Inn figure 5.24.(a)-(e) a dashed line is shown with increasing degradation. The 
groundd t ru th in these images is the same, but in each successive image more 
gapss and short line-segments were added to the image. The images are syn
thetic,, and generated by an algorithm described in [2]. 
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Thee detection of line segments is done before the dashed line detection 
proceduree is invoked. We use the line detection system described in [18]. 

Thee dashed lines in these experiments consist of straight line segments 
andd gaps. The detected line segments are classified by a simple procedure 
segmentingg the length histogram. Significant peaks are detected by iteratively 
convolvingg the histogram with a Gaussian ID-kernel until the number of peaks 
doess not change in succesive steps. Each line segment is then classified to the 
nearestt peak in the length histogram. The initial size and increment of the 
Gaussiann kernel is based on experience. Experience shows that a small initial 
sizee and increment gives good results. It is stressed that in this paper we con
centratee on the grammatical inference. The object detection and classification 
proceduress can be freely chosen. 

Thee dashed line detector is invoked by given an initial estimation of the 
dashedd line (represented by an object and a direction). The dashed line is 
incrementallyy extended by added the object in the image that is aligned to 
thee dashed line. If there are more than one object available, the object leading 
too the grammar with lowest penalty is selected. Note that with each added 
linee segment, in effect two symbols are added because a gap is always implied 
byy an added line segment. 

Thee algorithm also requires a penalty table as input. For these experiments 
wee have used a procedure as described in section 5.3.2 to generate the penalty 
table. . 

Figuree 5.24.(a) displays an undisturbed images. Among the dashed lines 
inn figure 5.24. only the last one did not result in a correct classification of the 
grammar. . 

Inn figure 5.25. the relationship between the amount of degradation and 
recognition-success is depicted. The undisturbed image consists of 29 line seg
mentss in a regular pattern. The image is disturbed by adding random gaps 
andd lines. The figure shows that the recognition breaks down when around 6 
liness and gaps are added. In effect it means that recognition stops when less 
thann 60 percent of the correct line segments remain. In those cases, human 
perceptionn also breaks down. See for example figure 5.26 for an image that 
wass generated with 6 additional gaps and line segments. It is clear that this 
typee of image causes problems oven for the human eye. 

Inn figure 5.27 the time to infer the grammar in relation to the size of the 
dashedd line is presented. The tested image is 5.24.(c). 
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Figuree 5.24: 
fled. fled. 

DashedDashed line with increasing degradation, (a)-(d) were correctly classi-

Figuree 5.25: A dashed line (consisting of 29 line segments) is degraded with a number 
ofof gaps and additional lines (the x-axis) before the dashed line detection is employed. 
InIn the graph, the amount of disturbance is depicted againt the detection rate. A dashed 
lineline is correctly classified if both the grammar, and the parameters of the line-segments 
andand gaps are correctly extracted. The pattern to be detected consists of one short and 
twotwo long straight line segments separated by small gaps. Thirty images were generated 
forfor every degradation level. 

*mm*mm  : ; H 
= = 

Figuree 5.26: Example dashed line, consisting of 29 line segments in a regular pattern 
andand degraded by adding 6 random line segments and gaps. 
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Figuree 5.27: Performance of the grammatical inference. On the horizontal axis, the 
numbernumber of literals is displayed. The vertical axis shows the time in sec

1°^
1
0
ds. Our 

algorithmsalgorithms are implemented on a Sun spare station. 50 Mhz. 

5.66 Conclusions 

Inn this paper a method was developed to infer the grammar of a string of 
symbols.. First the graphical symbols present in the image need to be detected 
andd the centerline of the dashed line must be determined. These two steps are 
necessaryy prerequisite before the grammar of the dashed line can be inferred. 

Wee showed, by extending known techniques, how the matching distance 
betweenn a grammar and a string of graphical symbols can be determined using 
dynamicc programming. The complexity of the matching algorithm is 0(nm) 
withh n and in the length of the string and the grammar respectively. 

Methodss were investigated to generate the set of possible grammars that 
couldd have generated the string. It was shown that an exhaustive search of 
alll possible grammars was not realistic. There are two ways to overcome 
thiss problem. First, restrictions can be imposed on the size and type of the 
grammer.. These restrictions can often be derived from domain knowledge 
aboutt the line-drawings under study, and lead to an algorithm with acceptable 
performance.. When the size of the grammar is restricted, the order of the 
grammaticall inference-algorithm is 0(n2). 

Thee second way to reduce the computational load of the grammatical in
ferencee is by introducing heuristics. We observed that symbols often occur-
afterr one another in the string. As a consequence, they probably are also 
bee neighbors in the cyclic group. Based on this, a small subset of all possi
blee grammars can be generated. The resulting algorithm has a complexity of 
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0(n0(n44).). which is acceptable for strings of practical length. 

Inn the experiments we have shown that the algorithm is capable of recog
nizingg common dashed lines without a priori knowledge about the type and 
lengthh of the grammar. The recognition breaks down when the dashed line is 
degradedd beyond human recognition capability. 

Thee work presented in this paper is extendable to other applications where 
pat ternss in a linear stream of symbols must be inferred. Examples of such 
applicationss are as diverse as the detection of birdsong. musical beat-induction 
andd inference of heart-rhythms. Extendability to two-dimensional applications 
likee texture matching although interesting in itself, is not straight forward. 

5.77 Appendix: Substring probabilitie s 

Thee probability of a cyclic group occurring as a substring of the generated 
stringg depends on the probability of an error, and the length of the cyclic 
groupp and generated string. This problem has a natural analogy to a well 
knownn coin tossing problem. Namely, the chance of a run of m heads in a 
sequencee of n trials, where n > m. This problem is explored in [6]. 

Calculatingg these probabilities can be done by approximation, as in the 
reference,, but also exact. This is done by constructing a graph, as shown in 
figurefigure 5.28 for calculating the probability of a run of 3 heads in a sequence of 
88 tries. In this graph, every node has two outgoing edges, one for a tail (t) 
andd one for a head (/?). The nodes are denoted by coordinates i.j, where i 
referss to the number of previous tries, and i the current run of Vs. A /-edge 
exitingg from an i.j node leads to the / + 1, 0 node. This is not true for /-edges 
exitingg from an ?. m-node. which insteads leads to the i + 1, m-node. 

Thee value in a node (i.j). denoted by C[i.j]  is computed by summing the 
productss of the weights of incoming edges with the value of the node they 
exitedd from. The value of node 0. 0 is set to 1. Now. C[i.m] represents the 
probabilityy of a sequence of m h's in / tries. 

Thiss graph can be represented by the following (with in the size of the 
cyclicc group, n the length of the string, and 1 - p the probability of an error) 
recurrence-relations: : 

ff 1 : i = 0 , j = 0 

cucu .-i = J E Z U ' a - p)C[i - i,fc] : i > o, j = 0 
ll ''J]J] ) pC[i-lJ-l]  : i>0,l<j<m 

{{  C[i-lJ]+pC[i-Lj-l]  : i>0J = m 

Withh 1 < k < n, and C[n, in]  being the desired probability. There is no known 
closed-formm formula for C[n, m]. To simplify, the C[i, m] nodes could also be 
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Figuree 5.28: Graph used to calculate probability of a run of 3 h 's in a sequence of 7 
tries.tries. A solid line denotes a head (h), with P(h) = p. A dashed line denotes a tail 
(t),(t), with P(t) = 1 -P(h). 

expressedd in each other: 

0 0 
C[J.W]:={C[J.W]:={  P

m 

C\j-l,m]C\j-l,m] + (l-p)pm(l-C[j in in l,m]) ) 

jj  < m 

jj  = m (5.5) 
jj  > m 

Becausee we are only interested in C[n. m], equation 5.5 allows for fast compu
tationn of the desired probability. 
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Chapterr 6 

Summaryy & Conclusions 

Att the outset of this thesis, we arrive at the perhaps counter-intuitive con
clusionn that the search for generic description and recognition strategies for 
symboll detection, produce domain specific results, limiting the robustness and 
performancee of symbol detection. Instead, we argue the need for symbol spe
cificc recognition and description strategies (semantic detectors) embedded in 
aa modular framework. This modular framework is then capable of recognizing 
formall drawings. 

AA distinction is made between passive and active detectors. An active 
detectorr gets as input a region of interest, and returns symbols as detected in 
thatt region {which symbols X arc present m region. Y?). A passive detector on 
thee other hand, answers the question whether a collection of pixels classifies 
ass the symbol which the detector operates on (is symbol X present at location 
Yf). Yf). 

Inn this thesis we distinguish between four types of graphical symbols: fixed 
symbols,, regular symbols, irregular symbols and compounded symbols. These 
typess differ in the number of free parameters and strictness of grammar cov
eringg the full range of graphical symbols found on maps. Then, we develop 
detectorss for four different symbols: arrowheads, galleys, dashed lines and ar
rowss covering the full range of graphical symbols found on maps. For galleys 
wee develop two separate detectors: a passive detector capable of recognizing 
loww quality lines, and an active detector that is capable of describing an image 
ass a set of curvilinear structures. 

Chapterr  2. A case s tudy in per formance analys is of recogn i t ion of 
graphicall  s igns. 

Thee arrow detector defines an arrow as a combination of symbols (a shaft 
andd two arrowheads). We demonstrate that the critical component in detect-
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ingg arrows lies in detecting arrowheads. A factor in our success in detecting 
arrows,, stems from first detecting the shaft (which is relatively easy) and then 
usingg the estimated parameters to decrease the number of free parameters in 
thee arrowhead recognition. We recommend this general approach in recogniz
ingg compounded symbols. 

Inn developing the arrowhead detector, three different types of detection 
algorithmss are implemented. All three algorithms performed satisfactory, on 
bothh real and synthetic images. They produce almost identical results to 
thee degree that there is no expected gain in combining detectors in a voting 
scheme.. We conclude that the nature of the data permits no improvement. 

C h a p t err  3. A l in e tracker . 
Thee line tracker is based on the basic concept of extending a line with a 

givenn step size, and then searching for evidence for the expansion of the line. 
Thee line tracker is designed such that it is robust against line ruptures. One 
usefull parameter of the line tracker is the maximum curvature of the line. 
Anotherr useful parameter is the step size which balances the accuracy of the 
linee against robustness and computation time. 

Inn experiments, it appears the algorithm is capable of detecting low quality 

liness with little a priori knowledge. This is achieved without introducing a host 

off magic numbers that would make the detector domain specific. Experiments 

showw the resulting spline to be an accurate and precise approximation of the 

underlyingg line. 

AA strong point of the tracking algorithm is its flexibility. The flexibility 

iss demonstra ted in an example where two line trackers are combined into a 

parallell line tracker. 

C h a p t err  4. Group in g l ines. 
Wee present a method to build curvilinear structures by grouping primi

tivess in a hierarchy. We argue that any general grouping method necessarily 
deliverss its results in the form of a hierarchy as there is no locally decidable 
t ru th .. Hence, the grouping hierarchy represents a priority on primitives being 
grouped.. The method is built around a grouping cue measuring the likeliness 
tha tt a set of primitives originates from one underlying structure. The group
ingg cue is the measure by which primitives or sets of primitives are placed in 
thee grouping hierarchy. 

Thee algorithm is shown to be of worst computational complexity 0(?r3) , 
withh n the number of primitives in the image. The average case complexity is 
shownn to be of order 0(n2). We maintain tha t a grouping algorithm is only of 
valuee when its computational complexity is manageable. The computational 
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complexityy is derived using a search algorithm that was shown to be optimal 
forr the presented grouping cue. 

Experimentss demonstrate that the method provides good results on com
plexx images. It is shown that the automatically selected level in the grouping 
hierarchyy yields a good interpretation of the image. When compared to a 
modernn generic clustering approach introduced by Amir [1], our method of 
hierarchicall grouping is shown to provide better results, to be more robust 
andd to operate faster than the reference. 

Chapterr  5. Grammat i cal inference of dashed l ines. 
AA method is developed to infer the grammar of a string of symbols. These 

symbolss are assumed to be distributed along a so-called virtual line. First 
thee graphical symbols present in the image need to be detected. Then a 
centerlinee of the dashed line is determined. We show, by extending techniques 
knownn from the field of string matching, how the matching distance between a 
grammarr and a string of graphical symbols can be determined using dynamic 
programming. . 

Methodss are investigated to generate the set of possible grammars that 
couldd have generated the string. It is shown that an exhaustive search over 
alll possible grammars is not feasible. There are two ways to overcome this 
problem.. First, restrictions can be imposed on the size and type of the gram
mar.. These restrictions can often be derived from domain knowledge about 
thee line-drawings under study. They lead to an algorithm with acceptable 
performance.. The second way to reduce the computational load of the gram
maticall inference is by introducing heuristics. We develop heuristics that in all 
butt pathological circumstances return the optimal grammar while significantly 
reducingg the computational load. 

Experimentss show that the algorithm is capable of recognizing common 
dashedd lines to the point where a dashed line is degraded beyond the human 
recognitionn capability. 

Thee detectors developed in this thesis have little in common. Different meth
odss of describing images and features are used for each different type of detec
tor.. For example, the line tracker uses grey value images as input. The arrow 
detectorr uses a combination of line segments and binary images converted to 
profiless describing the distance to the background from a (virtual) line in the 
image. . 

Thiss thesis does not make a contribution to the field of low level image 
processing.. Instead, we use off-the-shelf methods for segmentation and line 
pointt detection. We did not encounter serious limitations in working with 
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thesee methods. Even when segmentation and (low level) line detection are 
stilll open for improvement, there imperfect ness shows the robustness of the 
detectorss following their results. The source of errors in symbol recognition 
arc11 seldom caused by problems in low level image processing. 

Thee resulting errors in detection for the detectors did not stem from errors 
inn low level image processing, but rather from deviation of the symbol models. 
Thiss calls for explicit disturbance modelling, both in terms of image distur
bancess (such as noise or touching objects) and model disturbances. Modelling 
disturbancess is conceptually difficult. If engineers drawing maps regularly de
viatee from the symbol models, shouldn't the symbol model include the possible 
deviations?? In other words, the symbol model could be relaxed to incorporate 
alll feasible deviations. However, the model would then lose its descriptive and 
discriminativee power. There is a balance to be found, and new case studies 
shouldd be undertaken to find that balance. 

Inn the dashed line detector, the model disturbances and image disturbances 
wheree explicitly modelled and integrated in the algorithm. We find this ap
proachh very fruitful, and worthy of further research. 

Thee methods for recognition differ even more between the detectors, varying 

fromm the Hough transform to cyclic graph matching. The differences between 

thee detectors confirm the analysis of the introduction: different symbols need 

differentt recognition and recognition methods to achieve optimal detection of 

symbols. . 

Whilee detectors have little in common, they share characteristics in their 
development.. The detectors are tested on real and synthetic images, which en
abledd insight in the breaking points and in the performance of the algorithms. 
Fromm an engineering perspective, again, extensive testing on a large range of 
reall and synthetic images is necessary. 

Inn comparing the performance of our detectors with competing detecting 

methodss from literature, we are hindered by the lack of a model based (open 

source)) data set containing images from a wide array of sources, extended with 

groundd t ru th . Such a data set would facilitate comparison and development 

off detectors. 

Thee work in this thesis has shown that high recognition results can be achieved 

whenn symbol recognition is done by a model-based and symbol specific ap

proach.. From our point of view, it follows that in order to construct high 

performancee interpretation systems, more symbol detectors need to be devel

oped. . 
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Thee work in this thesis is clone with the knowledge that when a general 
theoryy of vision and understanding is developed and implemented this thesis 
willl be rendered obsolete and irrelevant, but in the confidence that it will take 
severall lifetimes for that moment to arrive. 
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Samenvatt ingg en Conclusies 

Inn het begin van dit proefschrift, komen we tot de wellicht tegenintntieve con
clusiee dat de zoektocht naar generieke beschrijvings- en herkenningsstrategien 
voorr symboolherkenning leiden tot domeinspecifieke resultaten die de robu
ustheidd en prestaties van symboolherkenning beperken. Wij pleiten voor de 
noodzaakk om beschrijvings- en herkenningsstrategien te ontwikkelen die sym-
boolspeciflekk zijn (semantische detectoren) en deze in een modulair raamwerk 
tee plaatsen. Dit modulaire raamwerk kan vervolgens in staat zijn om formele 
tekeningen,, zoals architectuurtekeningen, te herkennen. 

Eenn verschil wordt gemaakt tussen passieve en actieve detectoren. Een 
actievee detector krijgt een regio in het beeld als invoer en retourneert symbolen 
diee in die regio zijn gevonden. Een passieve detector beantwoordt de vraag of 
eenn specifieke verzameling pixels gekenschetst, kan worden als het symbool dat 
dee detector kan herkennen. 

Inn dit proefschrift maken we onderscheid tussen vier soorten symbolen: 
vastee symbolen, reguliere symbolen, irreguliere1 symbolen en samengestelde 
symbolen.. Deze soorten verschillen in het aantal vrije parameters en de mate 
waarinn de grammatica van het symbool vrij is. Ieder symbool op een kaart kan 
alss een van de die vier soorten worden gekenschetst. Vervolgens ontwikkelen 
wee in dit proefschrift detectoren voor vier verschillende symbolen: pijlkoppen, 
pijpleidingen,, stippellijnen en pijlen; voor ieder soort symbool een. Voor pij
pleidingenn ontwikkelen we twee detectoren, een passieve detector die in staat is 
pijpleidingenn van zeer slechte beeldkwaliteit te vinden en een actieve detector 
diee in staat is een beeld als een verzameling kromme lijnen te beschrijven. 

Hoofds tukk 2. Een s tud ie naar  p res ta t ieana lyse in de herkenn ing van 
grafischee symbo len. 

Dee pijldetector definieert een pijl als een samenstelling van verschillende 
symbolenn (een lijn en twee pijlkoppen). We laten zien dat de kritieke factor 
bijj het detecteren van pijlen ligt in het herkennen van pijlkoppen. Een van 
dee redenen dat we succesvol zijn in het detecteren van pijlen, is dat we eerst 
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dee lijn herkennen, wat relatief eenvoudig is. en vervolgens gebruik maken van 
dee kennis over de lijn om het aantal vrijheidsgraden van de pijlkoppen te 
beperken. . 

Driee verschillende methoden om pijlkoppen te herkennen zijn gemple-
menteerd.. Alle drie de algoritmes werken bevredigend, zowel op echte als op 
synthetischee data . Ze leveren vrijwel dezelfde resultaten op, zelfs zo sterk dat 
err geen prestatiewinst te behalen is door de drie detecteren te combineren in 
eenn stemmechanisme. We concluderen dat er, met onze data, geen verbetering 
haalbaarr is. 

Hoo fds tukk 3. E en l i jnvolger . 

Dee lijnvolger is gebaseerd on het eenvoudige idee van het verlengen van een 
lijnn met een stapgrootte, en vervolgens zoeken naar bewijs voor een verlenging 
vann de lijn. De lijnvolger is zo ontworpen dat hij robuust, is tegen onder
brekingenn van de lijn. Een handige parameter van de lijnvolger is de maxi
maall toegestane curvatuur. Een andere parameter is de stapgrootte. waarmee 
nauwkeurigheidd van de lijnbeschrijving afgewogen kan worden tegen benodigde 
rekentijdd en robuustheid. 

Uitt experimenten blijkt dat het algoritme in staat is lijnen van lage 
kwaliteitt te herkennen met beperkte voorkennis. Dit wordt bereikt zonder 
eenn grote hoeveelheid 'magische parameters ' te introduceren die de detector 
domeinn specifiek zou maken. De experimenten laten zien dat de gevonden 
lijnbeschrijvingg een accurate beschrijving van het beeld oplevert. 

Eenn sterk punt van het algoritme is zijn flexibiliteit. Deze flexibiliteit wordt 
gedemonstreerdd door een voorbeeld waarin twee lijnvolgers worden gecombi
neerdd in een detector voor parallelle lijnen. 

Hoo fds tukk 4. H et g roepe ren van l i jnen . 

Wee presenteren een methode om kromme lijnstructuren te construeren 
doorr het hirarchisch groeperen van primitieven. We stellen dat groepering
methodenn noodzakelijkerwijs een hirarchie moeten opleveren, aangezien er 
geenn lokaal beslisbare waarheid is. De methode is gebaseerd op een groeper
ingmaatt die de waarschijnlijk meet dat een set primitieven tot dezelfde on
derliggendee s t ructuur behoren. De groeperingmaat bepaalt de plaatsing in de 
hirarchie. . 

Dee complexiteit van het algoritme is, in het slechtste geval, 0 ( « 3 ) . met 
nn het aantal primitieven in het beeld. De gemiddelde complexiteit van het 
algoritmee is 0(n2). Dat is van belang, omdat we menen dat een groeperingal
goritmee alleen zinvol is als de complexiteit overzichtelijk is. De complexiteit 
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vann het algoritme werd afgeleid gebruik makend van een zoekalgoritme dat 
bewezenn optimaal is voor de gekozen groeperingmaat. 

Experimentenn laten zien dat de methode goede resultaten haalt op com
plexee beelden. We tonen aan het mogelijk is om automatisch een geschikt 
niveauu in de groeperinghirarehie te selecteren dat een goede interpretatie van 
hett beeld oplevert. Wanneer we onze methode vergelijken met een moderne 
generiekee clusteringmethode (ontwikkelt door Amir [1]) blijkt dat onze meth
odee betere resultaten oplevert en sneller werkt. 

Hoofds tukk 5. Grammat i ca l e inferent i e van s t ippe l l i jnen . 
Wee ontwikkelen een methode om de grammatica van een lijst symbolen te 

vinden.. De symbolen worden veronderstelt zich langs een virtuele lijn te bevin
den.. Eerst dienen de symbolen in het beeld gevonden te vonden. Vervolgens 
wordtt de middellijn van de stippellijn bepaalt. We laten zien dat gebruik mak
endd van methoden uit het veld van patroonvergelijking, het verschil tussen een 
grammaticaa en een lijst symbolen met dynamisch programmeren kan worden 
bepaald. . 

Wee onderzoeken methoden om een set van mogelijke grammatica 's te 
bepalenn die de lijst kan hebben gegenereerd. We laten zien dat het doorzoeken 
vann een uitputtende lijst ondoenlijk is. Er zijn twee manieren om dit probleem 
opp te lossen. Ten eerste kunnen er beperkte aan de lengte en het soort van de 
grammatica 'ss opgelegd worden. Deze beperkingen kunnen doorgaans worden 
afgeleidd uit het domein van de bestudeerde lijntekeningen. Dit leidt tot een 
algoritmee met acceptabele performance. De tweede manier om de verwerk
ingskostt van de grammaticale inferentie te beperken is het introduceren van 
heuristieken.. We ontwikkelen heuristieken die in alles behalve uitzonderlijke 
omstandighedenn het optimale resultaat opleveren, terwijl de verwerkingslast 
aanzienlijkk wordt beperkt. 

Dee in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde detectoren hebben weinig geineen. Ver
schillendee methoden om beelden en eigenschappen te gebruiken werden voor 
dee verschillende detectoren ingezet. De lijnvolger gebruikt bijvoorbeeld gri-
jswaardebeeldenn als invoer. De pijldetector gebruikt een combinatie van li-
jnsegmentenn en binaire beelden die in profielen worden geconverteerd. 

Ditt proefschrift levert geen bijdrage aan het veld van basale beeldbewerk
ing.. Wrij maken gebruik van de beschikbare methoden voor het segmenten van 
beeldenn en het vinden van lijnpunten. We vonden geen serieuze beperkingen 
inn het werken met deze methoden. Natuurlijk is er nog ruimte om segmentatie 
enn lijnpunt-detectie te verbeteren, maar hun (inherente) imperfecties demon
strerenn de robuustheid van de door ons ontwikkelde detectoren. 
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Dee detectiefouten die overblijven zijn niet het resultaat van problemen in 
dee basale beeldbewerking, maar eerder doordat het beeld afwijkt van sym-
boolmodellen.. Dit vraagt om het expliciet modelleren van verstoringen, zowel 
inn het modelleren van beeldverstoringen (zoals ruis en rakende objecten) als 
inn het modelleren van modelafwijkingen. Dit is conceptueel ingewikkeld. Als 
ingenieurss regelmatig afwijken van symboolmodellen, zouden de modellen dan 
niett per definitie die afwijkingen moeten omvatten? In andere woorden, het 
symboolmodell zou alle mogelijke afwijkingen kunnen bevatten. Echter, het 
modell kan dan snel al haar beschrijvende en onderscheidende kracht kunnen 
verliezen.. Hier moet een balans worden gevonden, hetgeen vraagt om extra on
derzoekk naar concrete symbolen. Als voorbeeld kan de stippellijn-detector uit 
ditt proefschrift dienen, waarin de beeldverstoringen en modelfouten expliciet 
zijnn gemodelleerd. 

Dee door de detectoren gebruikte methoden voor herkenning verschillen nog 
meer,, varirend van de Hough-transformatie tot cyclische graaf-vergelijking. 
Dee verschillen tussen de detectoren bevestigen de analyse die in de inleid
ingg werd gemaakt: verschillende symbolen vereisen verschillende detectie- en 
beschrijvingsmethodenn om optimale resultaten te kunnen boeken. 

Terwijll de detectoren weinig gemeen hebben, zijn er overeenkomsten in 
dee methode van ontwikkeling. De detectoren zijn getest op zowel echte als 
synthetischee beelden, hetgeen inzicht oplevert in de faalmomenten en verw-
erkingslastt van de gebruikte algoritmen. Vanuit een ingenieursstandpunt is 
hett testen op zowel echte als synthetische beelden noodzakelijk. 

Inn het vergelijken van de prestaties van onze detectoren met concurrerende 
detectorenn uit de li teratuur werden we gehinderd door het ontbreken van een 
openbaree dataset met beelden uit een uiteenlopende verzameling van beelden, 
aangevuldd met waarheidsgegevens. Een dergelijke dataset zou het vergelijken 
enn daarmee ontwikkelen van detectoren ontegenzeggelijk vergemakkelijken. 

Hett werk in dit proefschrift heeft laten zien dat hoge herkenningsresultaten 
bereiktt kunnen worden wanneer symboolherkenning met een modelgebaseerde 
enn symboolspecifieke aanpak. Vanuit ons gezichtspunt betekent dit dat om 
hoogg presterende kaartinterpretatiesystemen te kunnen bouwen, meer speci
fiekefieke symbooldetectoren moeten worden ontwikkeld. 

Hett werk in dit proefschrift is verricht in de wetenschap dat zodra er een 
algemenee theorie over het zien en herkennen van beelden is ontwikkeld, dit 
proefschriftt achterhaald zal zijn, maar ook in het vertrouwen dat dit nog vele 
generatiess zal duren. 
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